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ABSTRACT. 
Investigations of the ourrent from an earth-connected 
point 0.002 cm i n diameter, supported hy masts at heights 
of 20m, 27m and 34m are described. Simultaneous measurements 
of the po t e n t i a l gradient at the ground to windward of the 
point, and wind speed at the point, indicate that the current 
can be represented by the equation 
I * K(W + C) (F - M) 
where I is the point discharge ourrent i n mioroamps 
W the wind speed i n metres per second 
F the pote n t i a l gradient i n volts per metre 
M the onset value of the potential gradient 
{200 v/m at 20m, 135 v/m at 27ra, loO v/m at 34m) 
C and K are constants 
-4 
(C « 4 m/s and K » 2.56 x 10 ;ia per v/m per m/s at 27m) 
The general equation s t i l l holds when the potential gradient 
is measured 7m below the 34m mast but at 2m below the 20m point 
the equation is 
I = A(W 4 D) (F - M)^ 
where A and D are constants 
n i s dependent on wind speed. 
Measurements of point discharge currents down the trunk 
of a tree indicate that these ere somewhat loirer than those 
through a single point of corresponding height i n similar 
1 
conditions. 
The results are compared with those of previous workers 
and discrepancies ere at t r i b u t e d to wind speed and wind 
d i r e c t i o n e f f e c t s , w h i l s t good agreement i s found between 
the present findings and the theoretical work of Chalmers 
and Mapleson (1955) and chapman (1956). A reassessment of 
the Alti-Eleotrograph results of Simpson and scrase (1937) 
i s made and suggests that the p o t e n t i a l gradients measured 
by this means imraediately below thunderclouds ere of the 
same order of magnitude as those measured by observers i n 
a i r c r a f t (Gunnl953). 
ftm work a©B03fibea i n tihls th^als f e l l s into 
tm 0^lB%imt partfl# 
y i r s t i y , work tindertaksft 6t the soloac* 
l4i>07at<}rits' dii3?ii}g th^ perieS from October 195S 
to Atiguet 1094« I9li@ii a 65 f t single p@le mast was 
used to support tii© discharging point end secondly, 
th<9 worle ^ l i p r l M oiit fit the Burhsa colleges 
©bserva^ ijry from s«pteiab©r i©04 to issy 1956, when 
a t r i j ^ l e poX@ eaEtending to 90 f t and later 
1I§ f t vm mB&# 
fhese periods ere tr®@t@d separately end i n 
ohjronolegtoal order, but th© subeidiery problem 
of point dieoMrge from natureX objeots, studied 
during both the above periods, Is reported i n a 
eep@rate ehepter tt>verds the end* 
iherever poseible free nee has been mede of 
dlegreoas and photo^epke i n order thet lengthy 
deecriptioas of the verlovis pieces of apparatna 
eons true ted my be avoided. 
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OHAgygH 1* 
1* General* 
flio atudy of the ©lecti&ioel properties of the earth's 
atmosph^rd i s conveniently confined to the region between 
two e^ulpotdatiQl aurfacd®, thd earth and the ionosphere* 
fh© oone0ntti0ity of, and the difference i n potential 
between these h i ^ l y eonduettng surf^ees suggests an analogy 
to 6 aph0]flQel oondenser, which, haUng betw«dn i t s pistes) 
th© poorly oondu<Jtieg atiBospherdj fa th^refoi* lesky* 
Qlfch (1951} «fitifflate$ this leeJcagd current to b« 1,600 
amps across the effective atmospheric resistsnoe of Soo ohss, 
glTleg e diff^renee i s potential between ionosphere and earth 
ef 30O»0OO rolts end » potentiel gradient et the earth's 
surfeee of ©bout lOO w l t e per asstre* 
soi^ese (1933) has shown that^ under the influence of 
this ourrent the earth nould lose i t s net negetite charge i n 
e tern iciinutes, but as no sueh loss oeoure s o ^ kind ef 
ehergi]^ mechanlem saist be operetUrs, 
The suggestion made by ;*^ll8on (1920) that negative 
oharfe m i ^ t be expected to arrlire at the earth i n regions 
e3Eperienelng stormy weather, wes later confiraed by W'ormell 
(1907, 1930)» Sohonlasd (1988) and others, whilst Whipple 
(19S9) end Whipple and screee (1936) were able to show a 
2. 
©lose OorreXetion between diumsl variation of world-wide 
thuadorstora a c t i v i t y end potential gradlont i n unperturbed 
coadltionsf fhiS| togethi^r with the estimated 3|000 - 6,000 
delXy tbufiderstorias and aish and welt*9 U950) everage value 
of ourrent between ionoaphere end thundercloud top of o.5 
ma^^ per ©tors, leaves l i t t l e dout>t as to the origin of the 
reoherglng prooesSf 
1.1 ^mm& of oherae 'grenager# 
fhere ere four main ^ rooesses by which charge oan reeoh 
the earths * 
^e) lonio Gondiiotioa} fhe c«mtlnuou8iy operetive leekage 
current caused by the aotlon of Ions i n the atmospheric' 
potential gradient* 
(b) Point Dlsoherp sim*egttt A totm of eoaduotlon current, 
, but differlag from i n xasgnitude end i t s dependence 
on potential gradient* I t occurs naturally when ions, 
iaovin$ Into the ioeel intensified potentiel gradient 
ebout a pointed oanducttw, produce fresh ion peirs 
by o o l l l s i c n * Currents through conductors such as 
trees end buildings are of the order of microsmps i n 
the large potentlsl gradients assooiated with thunder-
Olouds* 
(0) l^eolpitetlon currentat fhese intesaittent onrrents 
ere 4ue to chargss Ofiirr^ d on rei n , h a i l and snow 
3* 
mm%ia$ mnder the influeaee of gspsytty* 
|*ishtning Guyrentes oeoeslonaliy eieotrleel breek* 
dotm betveen cloud and earth oeou£s, large quantities 
of eha;rge being transferred* 
I n order thet the eherge on the earth ehould reiaaln 
eonetaat. I t u essentiel thet the eherge brought down by 
e t e n ^ we ether preeesees, point dieeherge, preeipitation 
eM l l i ^ t i J i ^ i should belene© the f e i r weather eonduotion 
current f I t wee i n ettempting to eeaees the contribution 
Of theee preoessee to the bals&ee that the preetlee of 
long term eentiijuoue reeordliig of point dieohei*ge eurrent 
wee etrolt^dft • 
I t ^ Yhe iletwe of ttm l>oiat Dlseherge Gnrreat* 
collider en earthed pointed eonduetor situated below 
a negeti?ely oherged oloudbaee* The potentiel ^edient, 
elreedy meny tiiaes the f a i r weather velue et the i^ound, 
w i l l be iiitenelfied i n the region close to the raised point. 
Of the low netureliy present i n the a i r , these that ere 
negBtiirel|r eherged and meflag towerde the point under the 
influeaee of the poteatlel gradient taey aoqtiire euffieieat 
energy %& produee freeh ion palre by oelllslon with g&s 
moleeulee* fhe orlginel end the negatltrely eherged ef 
these leas i n further end repeated eollieions propagate 
the growth ©f en len population i n eueh s meaner that the 
4, 
teria ««valgiB(shet- j.^ s\i^este4 snd applied* 
fhj$ point eventtaaXly recfitlves s burst or pulse of 
n^6tii?e lone, & merles of whleh constitute the dlseherge 
oisjyreat, whilst the iwisltlve ions motive ted by the potentiel 
gradiejit, mm upward frm the point* 
In negative potential ^ Qdients this Joeallsea 
bresiiSoim ^in®s ieg©tlve charge ^ o earth vis the points 
in sira|J.sr periods of posltiv© potential gradient the earth 
reoeives a positive ehtucge* 
1#3 poin^ SlsQte^^ Current etid^ the Baleace of charge* 
Following the reoognition by t l i s o a that point discharge 
oinrronts misht play m iBjportant pert i n the transfer of 
cl^ar^e to oarth, toruiell (19S7), using botti micro volt SJneter 
ant dinohar^ apparatus, a^aauret the r a t i o of positive to 
negative char^ brou^t to earth t h r o u ^ an e r t l f l e i a l point 
high* B7 assuffilBg that tr©e$ higher than th i s would 
oolleet siaHlar currents, he was ahle to estimate the point 
dlsohsrge ourraat density at eaiabridse$ a f t ^ r infering the 
iensiti&s o f p m l p i t a t i o n , llghtnlne: and ef>nduetion currents 
he drow an *al«otrical balenee sheet* which showed that, 
over an are© of i;m a«|«are kiloigatre, 40 oox^lcai^s of negative 
ehar^a were bro^j^t to earth during one year* 
WOimell points out that these estimations were approJslmate, 
displaying either a cr^4e balance or a slight excess ot negative 
6. 
eherge i n that area. 
In order to avoid the d i f f i c u l t y of interpreting 
oiirrents through e r t l f i o i e l points i n terms of neturel 
points, aehonland selected e tree typical of those i n the 
neighbourhood! supported i t on insulators, end measured 
the otirrents flowing t h r o u ^ e galvanometer connected 
aoroes the ineuletion* As well as noting the q^uantlty of 
charge transferred, he dttei]:^ted to relate the discharge 
eurrent Mith the ei^imlteneous potential gradient at the 
earth»s surface. He concluded that an excess of negative 
charge wee brought to eerth by point discharge currents i n 
disturbed weatherj formell's results showed that the ratio 
of negetive to positive ohei-ge arriving i n similar periods 
wes estproiEiajetely two to one. 
^oeuresient© of this r a t i o were eubsequently made i n 
verioue conn t r i e s * i^hipple end sorase (1936), Chalmers and 
U t t l e (1947), lauielsienn (1938), Allsop (1952), sterr (19^;^), 
Perry, lebster end Begueley (1942), ohiplonlcar. (1940), Yokouti 
(1959) and tntz (1944), a l l concur that i n disturbed weather 
over lend, an excess of negative eharge is carried to earth 
by point dieoherge ourrente* 
from meesureisents et lew, OhaloiSrs (1933) made a further 
©seeesment of the *electrioal balenee sheet* concluding that, 
over lend point discharge ourrents brought down an excess of 
6* 
negative ofearge which might be balanced by an excess of 
positive charge over th© ocean©* neverthelesfl, he later 
ifhowed that for olouds with e definite rate of separation 
of charge th© point discharge current density is only 
e l l ^ t l y affected by the aaturo of the eurface below the 
oloud (193ga)« 
At toasts to detenaiB© this current density below clouds 
either fro® currents through individual points (schonland 
(1928) , Ghalaers (1939) (1944), iioinhold (1948)) or by other 
means (Simpson (1949)) have produced only approxinite results* 
1*4 I^Olat Discharge current and potential Gradient» 
AJtter ooisparing the point disoherge current with the 
slmnltaBeou^ potential gradient at the earth's surface, 
i h l ^ f l O ant 0Orase postulated a relationship of the form 
I * A(F^ - St^) 
% i& th© discharge ourrant i n aicroaaps. 
f i s the potential sradient i n volts i»r centimetre. 
IS i s the value o f the potential gredient at the 
onset of the discharge* 
A is a constant* 
m indioation of the goodness of f i t of this expiation is 
given although ChalaBrs (l99Bb) has deduced i t from vsrlous 
easuiaptions for points i n a rectangcaor array* 
HutOhlneon (1951) achieved s l s l l a r results to thosa of 
Betlos of asgetive to positive eherge brou^t to eerth end 
values of 'A^  and •l£* i n the equation I * A(F^«* M^) for 
various obeervere* 
Observer A . and M H e i ^ t Rati© 
Negative positive 
Whipple & 
sereee ' 
A * 0*001 
IS 8»6 v/om A * 0*0008 a * 7*8 v/om 
a •4m 1*7 
Ohlplonkar /A - 0*0i306 
A * 0.003 
(tmltlple points) 
8*4ai 3*1 
HutohlneoB A * 0*0005 A * 0*0009 
n ^ 4 V^Bft 
*• 
pehonlend A * 0#00016 4l£t 
tr i b e r r y A * 0*000086 
M • Sl*4 v/Offl 
A * 0*000063 
It » 61* 6 v/ea 3*iaa 
m 
Wormll - 12*3m 2*0 
Ohelmere $t 
L i t t l e 
/ 9m 1*36 
Imaelmenn 7^ 2*8 
Allsepp 6a 2*S 
i t e r r Ig v/ea 9*3m 
perryj lebster 
& Bcgueiey. 
lc*9m 2*86 
6 v/m 17a 2*0 
2*1 
^ Betimete* 
7. 
Whipple dB^ BomsQi although he teB l e t l v e l y ^iigi;eoted that 
tiie l a i t t a X immm^ of point dlscharg© current with the 
a^uar^ o f the p o t e n t i a l gredleat gave way to a linear 
relationahip f o r higher values of p o t e s t i a l gradient* 
Ootifirmatiott of the squera law equation i s also given 
by Chi^loaker (1940) and Yrlbarry (1954)^ but the four values 
given fey sohonland, l i k e the feelloon results of Davis and 
Standrlng {194?) and the k i t e atudlea of Range (1942) do no 
ssore thsn suggest an Inereaae of ettrrent i r i t h inereeeing 
p o t e n t i a l r a d i a n t * 
Details of the points used by the various workers are 
given i n Table i , 
ISore reoently Chalaers end ijapleson (1965), after a 
thoo r e t i o a l discuesion, arrived ©t the general equation 
S^ ^ q-1 
2 • E l W 
which when f i t t e d t o the results obtained with a balloon-
borne point beo<»z^ s 
i i 
1 * 0*013 W (Fh) 
whera l i s the current i n raioroaoipa, W the wind speed i n 
ia/s, f the po t e n t i a l gradient i n v/oa and h the height of 
the point i n metres, fhe power of the potoTstial gradient i s 
s l i g h t l y lower than that found by i^hlpple and sorese. 
Xt ia intereetins to note that Chapman (1955), using 
diiaeaaioaal analysis, arrived at a further general equation 
8, 
yeiating it&rom Qx^mnt trm. a poiat attaehea to an a i r e r o f t 
to potostiQl end fflnSap^ed (or a i r e r a f t v e l o c i t y ) , i.©* 
I * Ei VkY/l svv + Hlv/lc) 
lo*^ |)#i-mlttivity of f^ a© spaoe 
f,a,H * mn*@iimiiBtoml eoeffleiaate 
Ic * the m o b i l i t y of the iona 
V * th& p o t a n t l a l of tlie aischerging point r e l a t i v e 
t o tita a i r c r a f t Bktn* 
V # the airspeed 
1 • soffla @eom#trleal laagtli 
U© ooQ^iaorod the three oases i n tur» when two teriea 
imH& the ftreolaat disappeared, e*g# i n s t i l l a i r v s o 
and an e<|^ ©tion eliaila r to that of Whipple and soraae I s 
oDtetlned. TUQ derivation of the formula la theoratloal 
MitaBVPii but oonvine&ng escparliaental re$ults have been 
offered* See section 8»3« 
1»S point ^igeherge Gnrrentg and, the Height of Point* 
fhe v a r i a t i o n of the constant U* with height of point 
in f a i l l e I Is rather nebulous; at these heights t h i s i s 
escpeetedly so f o r the separation of these from points of 
jsimilar height also needa oonaideratlon. chalisers (19S28) 
hae given reasone fo r supposing that i n ateady conditions 
e oonetsnt point disoherge ourrent density aiust he maintained 
ivregerdl#es of the nature of the eurfaoe below the charged 
oloud base* Deoreesing the height o f the discharging points 
would eveattjally inorease the overall potential gradient to 
^ value at whioh the re^^iiired eurrent density would again be 
maintaii»9^ » aeoords from i n d i v i d u a l points, howevBr^ would 
show a reduotion i n the oohatant 'A* (and an increase i n u) 
with t h i s deorease of height although l i t t l e oan be gained 
i n atteai^tlng t o oorrelate and 'h* f o r points of widely 
d i f f e r i n g looationG end escposures* 
I n the ease of balloon and k i t e r e s u l t s , where the point 
i s the eole SiBOharging egenoy, the v a r i a t i o n of ourrent with 
height be ©xpeo ted to be shown were i t not f o r the 
effeots of natural space eharge aa dleeussed by Chalmers and 
Kapleson (1955) # in favouring the 7/4 relationship laentioned 
e a r l i e r I they ere opposed to the li n e a r dependence of ourrent 
on height found b^ Davis and standring* 
i*6 Point Pischerge Gurrent and f i n d speed* 
The spaoe charge, liberated i n the environs of the point, 
• I 
produces a reduction i n p o t e n t i a l gradient at the point i t s e l f 
thus chofelng o f f the discharge whioh recovers only when t h i s 
eharge has been moved to a distanoe at which i t i s i n e f f e c t i v e . 
This reaoval i s achieved p a r t l y by the overall p o t e n t i a l 
gradient and p o r t l y by the wind* I t would seem then that the 
higher the wind speed the greater the r a p i d i t y of i t s removal 
and *enee the greater the r e s u l t i n g pulse fre^uenoy of the 
10. 
point discharge ottrrent* 
I^arge end Heroe (1958) have shown that under certain 
oonditione theee pulaes ere of conetant else and therefore 
an increase i n t h e i r frequency w i l l be manifest as en 
increee© I n the point disohargo current* Thus en increase 
i n current might be esipeeted t0 accompany en Increase i n 
wind epeed even t h o u ^ the undieturbed potential gradient, 
meaaured a t the ground, may remain constant* 
Devla end ^tendrlng gave evldencs of such an increase 
with wind apeed* ©.factor which sihipple and screee had 
e a r l i e r proposed as a cause of scatter i n t h e i r results* 
Ghelmers enfi liapleson found the current to be proportional 
to the 4 power of the wind si^ed elthough t h e i r method of 
Wind speed meeBurement, Sspleson tl9S3), was rather 
inacourete* 
!•? point Sleohar@e gurrent end the Kumber and separation 
of Points* 
The idea of obtaining the point discharge current density 
from the ourrent through e a ingle point ana the estimated 
number of ll&e points i n a given area, gave r i s e to a number 
of esEperlmeats with multiple point dischargers* 
Current® through <;hlplonker»s (1940) fo\ir point 
dieeharger «ere about @l3Ety per cent of those t h r o u ^ his 
single point m si m l l e r c oadltlom which eubstentlally agrees 
11. 
w i t h Ohaiiaors and Maple^on^s f i f t y per cent reduetioa f o r 
cwrents through t h e i r eight point discharger, on these 
grounds the assumption that an e r t i f i o i e l point i s equivalent 
t o a tree of s i m i l a r height seeae therefore i n v a l i d . 
I n contrast to thie tim leboratos^ investigations of 
Kreielshelaer and Bella (194S) disclosed that once point-to-
plane dorona had been established^ the eurrent was proportional 
to the number of points; they therefore had no hesitation 
i n »scalina up* the resul t s f o r a seven point systea to 
obteiii the c a l i b r a t i o n f o r a t h i r t e e n point discharger used 
i n ballooa estperiiaeatg• 'foo much wei#it must not be given 
t o these results as the vast difference i n doale and the 
rapid removal of the assooiated space charge i n the laboratory 
expsrlaasnts, generally render such findings inapplicable to 
atmospheric phenoiaenoa. 
1*8 Point Discharge Current and space ciiarge. 
IJnder t h t influenoe of the .eiroumjaeent potential 
gradient, ions of one sign move to the point and form the 
point discharge ourrsnt laMlst a space charge <sf the oppositely 
charged ions mcses upward from the point. 
fh© laagnitttde of t h i s apae© charge i n disturbed weather 
i s often considerable i Lutz (1^41) observed p r i o d s when a 
reversal of p o t e n t i a l gradient between point and ground l e v e l 
persisted f o r eeveral ainutes* Lueder (1943) and Hutchinson 
12* 
( I 9 5 i ) Cited t h i s as the agency responsible f o r the frequent 
time deleya between changes of sign o f point current and 
p o t e n t i a l gradient* 
fhe ealoulations o f OaVla and standring (1947) shewed 
that t h i s space charge would bo expected to produce a 
reduption o f the p o t e n t i a l gradient at the ground equal to 
where f la measured at e distance *d» to windward of the 
discharging point, l i s the current, T the windspeed and H 
the height o f the point* They assumed that the liberated 
space charge imder the infiuence of the wind, would give 
r i s e t o a horizontal l i n e of charge stretching t o i n f i n i t y * 
my other motion or influence on the space charge was 
I h i t l o o K (1955) has IMloated reasons why the reduced 
value of detected i n his inveetigBtlons ere at variance 
w i t h the product of the Ideelieed aasumptions of Davis and 
Btandrlng* The absence of any such effeeta i n the work of 
Chalmere and Mapieson i l l u s t r a t e s the need of potential 
gradient neasurementa well to windward of the discharging 
p o i n t . 
t i p p l e end serase deduced that the space charge from 
the point wovdd elso produce an Increase i n p o t e n t i a l 
13. 
gradient j u s t below the oloudbase many tiiaes that at the 
earth ?0 s u r f a c e a l t h o u g h the Alti-eieetrograph results of 
Bimpson and sorase (1937), siiopson end Bobinson (1940) end 
l a t e r worit by iretelsheiaer and Belin (1946) and chapoan 
(1963) f a i l e d to detect t h i s inerease* i t has been shown 
by Simpson (1949) that r e i n end snow can at tiaes remove 
laost i f not a l l of t h i s space charge, although this sporadio 
extraction no more assists i n resolving the discrepancy 
between theory end e x x e r l i ^ n t than do the attempts of 
Chalm^s (1939) (1944) > Malan (1958) and ohaltaers and 
Maplesen (1955)t 
1.9 laboratory investigations of Point Discharge Currents* 
jsarly investigations by Warburg (1899) discovered a 
dependeno^ of poiat*tQ*plene corona currents on gap geometry 
and voltage* Zeleny (1907) (1908) substantiated these 
findinge end laade a further investigation of the effect of 
teisgperature and pressure. (See also Tas@ (1901)). 
A wider study o f the phenoBena of point-to-^plano corona 
has been loade by Loeb (1947) (1948) and eo^^workere. The 
e f f e c t of v a r i a t i o n of gap width, voltage, pressure and 
sharpness of point were demonstrated by f r i o h e l (1938) who, 
using 8 cathode ray oaoilloseope, found the current through 
a negative point t o be a series of regular pulses* Bnglish 
l a t e r extended the study to include positive point-to-
14* 
pleae corona* 
I t la Itttereetlng to note that Large and Pierce (19S5), 
using s i m i l a r techniques, have shown that t h i s pulsed nature 
exists also i n etmoapherlc positive and negative point 
discharge eurrents. fhey showed that the ehape and frequency 
of theee puleee t h o u ^ subject to certain fluctuations, 
couid be reproduced i n the laboratory point*to<^plane discharges. 
Xt would seem then that the corona discharge observed i n 
the laboratory experlmente and the atmospherle point discharge 
currents have certain common properties* The extent of t h i s 
coj!g?eep0ndeno© i s s t i l l uncertain* 
1*10 Genoluelons. 
3?^vlous InvestigetQrs hav© shown that the etaospheric 
point discharge current i s a major contributor to the 
malBten^ce of the earth's negative charge* Their work elao 
ladlest€54 that t h i s current mi^ht be expected to be 
proportional t o : -
(a) eojg^ power of the potential gradient between one 
and two* (The potential gradient is measured at 
the ground to windward of the discharging p o i n t ) . 
(b) s c ^ power of the wind speed between one quarter 
end one# • •> 
(e) some po»er of the height of point between one and 
one and three-quarters * 
l o . 
A m^mXim i n the ourrent i s eicpeoted when multiple points 
are fjubstituted f o r a single point but i n t h i s ease the 
a@paj?etion of such points ^Iso needs consideration* Further 
v s r l a t i o i i s of im am^mt. with a i r praasur© 6M eharpness 
of the point s i g h t also be easpeoted* 
A degree of correspondence between laboratory and 
©t^spherio resttlts has been obtained, i . e * the pulsed 
nature of %hQ discharge, but the extent of thie s i m i l a r i t y 
has not ^ a t been establi©h«d« 
fhe foregoing conoluaions> p a r t l o u l e r l y ( a ) , (b) and 
(0) sr© so^whst vague, espeoieXly when one considers the 
f^ndiysjentsl nature of point disoharge currents i n nujnerous 
Other esperiiaen^s• I t was decided, therefore, that a further 
lisvestli©tion of tiie subject was warranted and, i n the 
intoreats of aesuraey, that emphasis should be placed on 
the e l l m i m t i o n of as rsaay variables as was possible. 
lOi 
fUe (^bjeet* 
fhe object of t h i s investigation was to determine the 
r e l a t i o n betwe«fl point discharge ourrent and various 
p gamete re, 
2*1 Preliminary cons I d e r a t l one * 
I n order that no question of the v a l i d i t y of the results 
should a r i s e , atmoepheric rather than laboratory Investigations 
were made* 4 aingle a r t i f i c i a l point was used, primarily 
because of i t s e i s ^ l l c l t y , but l a t e r a system was devised 
«tiereby ourrenta down a tree trunk could also be measured, 
Th<» method of supporting the point was selected from 
th^ee teohnlquBs used by previoue workers;-
(a) Balloons* 
(b) -Kites. 
(0) Mastst 
(a) BQlloog^* 
A period of a few weeks was spent assisting with 
meaeureaBnt® talsen with a captive balloon to support 
the dieChargiag point (Mapieson 1953) • The l i m i t a t i o n s 
on the parameters measured by t h i s method were moat 
severe* Balloon f l i g h t s were made only i n f i n e weather 
nhen inv a r i a b l y small positive f i e l d s existed. These 
17. 
were anti*cyolonlo periods with wind velooities siaail, 
but large enough to cause uncontrollable changes i n 
height of a r o l l i n g balloon* The l i f t o f the balloon 
deterMned not only the weight of the apparatus oazried 
but also the maxltaum operating h e i ^ t because of the 
weight of the t r a i l i n g wire and securing cable. 
Point discharge ourrents under these conditions 
varied frcgi o to Ijia at heights up to £00m i n positive 
p o t e n t i a l gradients Up to v/m. 
The isethod d i d , however, provide f o r large 
variations iJi useful height up to 160m and the low 
onset value o f the p o t e n t i a l gradient at the ground 
enabled nuioerous results t o be telcen i n b r i e f f l i g h t s . 
(b) Kites. 
The disadvantage of ohan^ of height with wind 
v e l o c i t y , r e s t r i c t e d weight of apparatus and confinement 
of measurement t o undisturbed conditions, mentioned i n 
the provioua paragraph, are again applicable with the 
further q u a l i f i c a t i o n that l i g h t breezes ere required 
f o r launohing* Kites, on the other hand, have a d i s t i n c t 
eoonemlo advantage o ^ r the hydrogen f i l l e d balloons* 
(0) igaste* 
The mel& drawbaoks t o t h i s method of stspporting 
the point are f i r s t , the d i f f i c u l t y of erecting a most 
19* 
&m v/m f o r a h e i ^ t of 20m» 
140 v/m f,or a height of fiSm, at this s i t e * 
The feir weather p o t e n t i a l gradient at Durham frequently 
exoeeds 2QQ v/m so that one could, using a Som mast, expect 
e u f f i c i e n t resulta over a wide enou^ renge of conditions 
f o r a thorough analysle to be made* 
I t t*8S decided, therefore^ to erect a single pole 65 f t . 
meet to support the point* 
frJmiiirily the aim was to re l e t e point discharge current 
with the wliid apeed measured close to the point and also 
w i t h the undisturbed p o t e n t i a l gradient at the ground, t h i s 
b0isg measured w e l l to windward of the discharging point where 
the adverse e f f e c t of liberated space charge on the potential 
^ e d i e n t would be negligible* I f theee results were s u f f i c i e n t l y 
aeourate.a dependence of ourrent on atmospheric pressure and 
eisall variations of height would be s o u ^ t , w h i l s t inveetigations 
with multtplo points of varying separation were also envisaged* 
S*g ^^ he^  ,s,ite* 
A convenient s i t e f o r the erection of the mast was found 
i n the nearby gerdeno at the Junction of three pathways some 
10© f t # to the l a s t of the recording room* Here the mast 
woi^d not hinder e x i a t l n g atmospheric measurements as the 
pjpevailihe wind was fr«a the W^ ?at» C5uy anchorages could be 
made i n each of the three pathways end the coat of eable from 
F i g . 1 E r e c t i n g the 20m Mast. 
so. 
here to the reeordin^s room would »ot be eatorbltant* The 
wast ifa$ loo f t from the neoreat tree which was 40 f t high, 
aithough eeveral trees i n L i t t l e High wood^ 150 yds. distant, 
were about loo f t high* 
.S*:3 .-^ he Itaet* 
f h e ma®t was made m four tubular steel sections 
(g« i n t e r n a l diameter) Joined together with f e r r u l e s , each 
4oint strengthened on the inside by a length of Z** diameter 
tubing* I t was supported by thre© sets of three 1^" 
galvanised wire rope guys connected to the mast at points 
oloee to the f e r r u l e s , The mode of erection, using one 
eet of guys attached t o a Bdft l i f t i n g bar, whilst the other 
t r e e i y henglng guys were «sed to ateady the meat, i s c l e a r l y 
shown l a the photogrepfe. over a pulley at the top ran a 
rope w i t h which the stalnlese steel point and other 
©pparetus ures l i f t e d on a subsidiary mast which, when 
eorreetiy secured, brought the point to a height o f 65 f t 
above the base o f the mast* By increasing the length of t h i s 
eubeidiary mast, e moderate change of h e i ^ t could be 
achieved i f desired^ 
2t4 fhe.,^Qin,t,* 
This was mede from stainless eteel rod 0*15 c^ m, i n 
dian^ter, 1*75 cm long, taperin® to a radius of 0*00S ® ^ 
at the t i p * f i g * 2 shows the oahle connection and the 
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£1. 
methoi o f sttachisg the poiat to the i« diemeter extension 
whioh also carried the ©nesiometes*. 
The leaJiage resiatanoe of fhe point to earth was 
che0^4 periodio&liy and a f t e r each recording a current of 
Js;nowii magnituie waa pessed t h r o u ^ the point d i s c h a r ^ 
galvanometer f o r c a l i b r a t i o h piarposes* A series of shunts 
enabled ourrentis up to 30>ia to be handled with ease. 
S*§ Meastiregieja^ Of j ? o t e n t i a l QrBdlent* 
The i ^ l s s e t ^ r , described eisewhere (chaise rs 1963), 
situated i n the eiislosurf soa* Som from the base of the 
point die charge mast, gave eontiiaiously the value of the 
earth's el©otrl§ p o t e s t i a l gradient* The eurrent output 
was pfliSJied through a s e n s i t i v i t y mirror galvanometer, 
the defleetion o f whioh was recorded photographically. The 
ma3?i©«si eOBsitivity of the system was 0*53 cm deflection for 
e p o t e n t i a l gradient o f loo v/m. c e l i b r a t i n g voltages were 
applied ©very ho«r and the ©ollecting plates were covered 
by an earthed plate every f i v e minutes fo r h a l f a minute i n 
order t o &hmk the sero pot e n t i a l gradient reading. Recordings 
wer# made when the wind was from the west, when the Agrimeter 
was to windward of the mast and therefore unaffeeted by the 
spmee eharg© lib e r a t e d by the point i t s e l f . The s i m p l i c i t y 
o f t^e design contributed towards I t s r e l i a b i l i t y i n both 
fine and pi^ionged adverse weather* 
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Fig.4 The Anemometer Calibration. 
Fig.5 The Anemometer Details ( fu l l s ize ) . 
£2. 
S*e of tod .gpeed*' 
T&e design at this ammcaaetor foUowe oloaely that of 
%h@ BtaMBra radidso&de a&eeat iMiodtor in wblGb an 
tleoti'ifiaJl coatsect is olosigd for six revolutions of the 
eups mid opeasd for a fui'thsi- tw©fity*•fo1Ji^ * 
llisa cio&od th© ccntaets twitched e 2*6ip .03 watt 
buXfe i » the dark r^ som whioi^  fogg^ the reoordtng paper* Aa 
the spiked of the eata^ sra was oonstaizty oi^ could obtain the 
wlnd0p80d fTtm the width of this backgrGxind foggiiag or, in 
high ^?ihd8» from the niushsf of fogging »llaes» in « given 
tia© interval. 
l a view of the iocal natu?© of wind gusta, the aneaoaeter 
m& f i xM hislow siid aa oiose to the point es poesibl«} at a 
dl^toaos of tiro sstree Ita effect ©a the ©xposiare of the point 
negligihle* 
fh j^ ensaojastsr wes ealibrated aeainst a Meteorologieal 
sub^^tes^fcrd Bsad as fig* 4 shoiirs, i ts roBponse wae approximately 
linger over the range of wind speeds lasaswed* 
Details and relevant dimenaioas are given in the working 
drawing ?lg» 3. 
-frigger c;irgait.f 
In aa?d«r to inerease the saaber of restilts, reoourse was 
©ad® to autoiaatio reBordiag* A beam of light reflected from 
th© point diaoharg© galveaometer ma allowed to f a l l on a 
CtiL 
RT -ue. 
Fig.6.. The Sohmitt Ciircuit, 
£3, 
terl0i» le|iBr tjp© j^hotoqeii^ tja© output from wMoli triggered 
0m hetif isf e ^oiibXe triad© at tM oaset of poimi dlsoharge. 
felay In this SQhadtt arreageaieet {Wi3.Uai»s 1946) sbowa 
Imp tiaiiQ^ circuit* fli© eiis«t M a^atloa of 
0Vk^h mQoHin^-m& esteniehed by oomperi^ on with a less 
0ei$sl<Jiv© record te^a eaoli aigfet in e separate roosi, hOGod 
0oMltiom oould be deteriaiiaed fr^ >si oth^y reoards taicen fit 
f t o 2^oiiaii|fi«i, ooaifltruoted l>y earlier r^a^eroh students, 
mm e ssirl^s of ^^ elaye operated evm-y half minute by piaeea 
dei-ivsid ti'cm t%& «ledtrid elooik, Thd relays swltehed off the 
gialvsiaoiBSter Isiaps for two aeconda every half minute thus 
^mi(kiuB a tiae seale on the rooos^ aipg and a convanlent 
ia.t9i*^al Q'mr whlah. to aY©r@e© th® Y©l«es of vayioue 
2-^ 0 T-he Held: Mill* 
raooyding procdodsd i t Desema apparent that spurious 
$paoe olisrgo, affectinj?! the potontlsl gredient at the 
&^tas&%^t and aot <at h^e point, was respoiiaibla for 
i3?regulatitie§ «iiioh s2*osc an the current - potential 
gradient reletlonahip* 
II—4" 
Coaling f«rt 
Mob»r. 
Power 
Fottswtr 
m 
Fig.7 The Field Mill (half fu l l s ize) . 
S4. 
I f the distasee feetiresa the A l^igiDtis? aind point were 
d®$res3©d this effeot jaieht b<s reduced, but in this cloaor • 
positien the ;^^tenti^il ersdieat would now he iJiflueaoed bjr 
tfee- Bpmf ohw^ from the mim itself.. . 
When the potential gradient ahout the point heoomea 
l e r ^ enough for lonlsatlon t>y ©ollision te o o o u T i 'evalanoheo* 
fo i^d eind ions of one sign f<Jed into th» point, I'his 
l^ fST f^s hehlnd a spatce dhoj-ge whi^ sh >i?^ due©s the potential 
grsdlent ahout the point to sush m extent thst ionisation 
o©6§S3* A field mill ^om fm feet b^lo^ the point would be 
sUeeptible to this reduotion* 
AS eugg®0t©d in seetlon 1#0 an iaorease in vind spaed 
might be ©xpset©?^ to produce an inoi'eefje in point disohsres© 
fiw^nt etjid hen e^ a larger space eherg© about the point, 
fbis my not, hoa:&wr, bring about a further rMuoti^n in 
potential eredient et the s i l l l m the remoT®! of speee ahsrs© 
ie fsfoatei' with this inere^sisd wittd ©peed* 
•fhus the effect of wind speedy spperent oa the current • 
Agi?iHiete2P oujrves mi^ ht not be so pronounced on the Gui?rent 
f ia ld JalU graphs and the neture of theao letter curves might 
b© 4lt«r0d* Neve3?thelessj, i t wag decided that euoh © position 
irould be of iralu© in aptte of the inability to salibrete 
ebaolutely the mill In thin eleireted position, 
2#10 Mill and lapl i f ler Beei.gn»; 
Intended for use two metres belew the point on the 
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©ubsidiary afist, as^irsd features of the a i l l were lightne^a, 
©©apaet-mese aad a isaialaim of afr«oiapanylJi^  oables? i t would 
have to fee mt^t^mof «M self starting* As th© of the 
pot<i3^ ti^ jL gri«idi<3a1t "iQUld. ©ssily b^ det^rmised froai the poiat 
<f%iw©at:| no i-efsreKoe signal «»r phm^ se-iieltive devloa was 
r^fiilired asi th^ deaisja wa« thus @im|ilifi©d* 
»iot©ii? etnd ©tator profiles wer«> of the segmmt type 
(Msefe^  19S?) as di£5tlaet from the sialaa «s4 achonland (19S0) 
»stii\d ssd hoi©* pattern wfoleh for the same stater area would 
h^ rtsthar bulky* 
The timt 0tage of ths amplifier, a oathode fellower, 
with itss 4.0* min^ operated powar supply wast earried ih the 
easjsg as the mill* fhua oeble rei^uiroiEents were a 
twin '^B 0fible earsTiug ^^ '^^  A*G* f#3r the cathode fellewor 
l»©ur©2^  vmit aod the «Bhad©d p^le iRduetloa motor drivingE the 
»n4 a »fer»an©td* ^©a^l&l Xim eerrying the output 
eigsiel to the aapltfler In the re0ording room* 
thie tm staee aajipllfiftr ineorporated negative feedbaok, 
the mount of whieh was variably to ad4»st the g^in. The 
output from th« second velire w^ s trenaf^rmer fed t© a 
2»®0tlfier tn series with a 2© E resistcr . conneeted aeross 
th© latter wae a loo i^f saoothlni? oondenser end a ^Ivenoiaeter 
^%<?U fesd © pBrlodio tisae of two seeonds* 
^he a l l l in this well expsaed position was too sensitive; 
se. 
potential gradleata of loo v/m ©t the ground produced 
g l ^ l $ Qf 1 « S t p e^k to peek at the grid of the eathode 
follower, saturation eoon ooourred with inoreesed potential 
©jtradlents and & ISOpf oondenser me oonneoted between etator 
eiJd earth to reduce the ©easitlvity* The syatem was then 
oepable of awesiirlng potentiel grediente froca o - 10,000 v/m 
(at the ^ound) of either 8 l ^ « 
2# p m T O ^ G i Of MPm^3m» 
one© inetailed the ©qulpient gave l i t t l e troublei 
oecaslonally in Met the point inaulation vould break down 
and r@o<2Pdings had to be abandoned, but invariably a leakage 
reelstanoe to earth of over 3 x l6^oh3!£ was maintained. 
the mast i t se l f withatood high wlnda and a severe 
February gale la e^iich the anejaoiaeter recorded guata of 
approxiiaetely 7G iB*p*h# bofor# tiso of its dups were carried 
away. These were later replaced although the results showed 
that the calibration had been affected* Xn calmer weather 
the aubsidiary siast with epperatvts could be raised and 
lowered a^n l^e^handed although in anything stronger than a 
gentle breesse the help of a second person was required to 
control the swinging IE f t extension end prevent dantBge to 
the apperatue. 
Init ia l ly the © i l l oa the aubaidlary mast waa awltched 
on only when required but later I t was run oontinuoualy when 
i t «rea found that the heet conducted froa the motor prevented 
deW| fog and mist settling on the collecting platea and 
insulatora, in it® inverted position i t functioned 
ooBtinuoiasiy for five months in snow, sleet, rain and alat 
until recording was terminated* 
Under similar conditions the Agriiaeter too waa extremely 
28. 
reliable I with the zero ohecke every five lainutes, any 
alight drifts were not eerloue end, requlrii^ no amplifier, 
the Bf&t&m theoretieelly oould not be aaturated*. The 
m&3£ioRim potential gradient recorded by the system in this 
invefittigatioa was ISjOOO v/m beneath towering cumulus from 
whl^ h no rain appeared to reach the earth* 
Th$ f i r s t record was taken on Is t June 1953 and the 
last 0a m%h Karoh 19S4 after which the meati rendered 
unsafe after being struck by a tractor^ was lowered*. No 
atteis^t nm iffisde to repair and re frac t the mast as 
arrangements for a more ambitious project were being made* 
fh© tsvestlgatiou was therefore <slos0d and the results 
S i l ^ecordlne preeedure 
^hehaver the potential gradient approaohed the onset 
value of 19S v/m, the anemometer and galvanometer lamps, 
timing circuit and camera were switched on* Throughout the 
record attempts were made to note the onset and cessation 
of precipitation, but this was not always possible, espeeially 
in rapidly changing conditions when attention had to be paid 
to gaiV8BOS6®ter deflaotions in order that the correct shunts 
and #eiisitlvity of the Agrlmeter,, Field Mill and Point current 
measuring devices could be selected* 
At the end of each record t^&n no further point discharge 
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$mm-^ ilJcely, a eallbratins p<?teatial gradient was applied 
to the Agrlmeter a»d 1*^^ was passed through the point 
diaeharga galvaac^ter* Thus deflections could be interpreted 
directly as Either volts per metre or mloro^ amps* 
S.*-2 ' ^ i C j B l He^ ord ,^*, 
sections of ©om« typical records are shown opposite -
Fig* 9 is pert of one of the 06J?lier records when only point 
discharge eurrent aad potential gradient were raeorde<i* The 
corresponding time la mar%:ad f>n the record at minute intervals, 
thr«e 4grimeter five«^minute zeroing are showh* The traces 
are daflacted in opposite directions in order to avoid over-
lapping * both ths eurrent end potential gradient in this 
c#9@ are negative* 
After a brief gust at the beginning of the record, the 
Wiad speM falls^ that the anemi^ter stalls oocaaionally 
Is shown by the width of the six revolution fogging background, 
but there is a sharp increase at 3*26 hrs. Here the point 
diaohsrge current almost doubles in value, although the 
potential gradient is generally decreasing. 
Another period of very low wind ©peed is shown in Stg 10 
© record t&k&n duriJ^ showers of large soft snowflakes* The 
third trace, that due to the field mil l , is unidirectional -
from i t s obvious zero change-over points and the point 
discharge current trace, the sign of the potential gradient 
K 
Rec^rdin^ Fig. 10 
i 
Fig.11 Thunderstorm Recording. 
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i t records can be easily deduced. 
With the onset of point discharge the field mill trace, 
hitherto smooth, begins to show fluctuations which immediately 
develop to such an extent that the field mill output is almost 
reduced to zero. The effect was attributed to the presence 
near the mill of charged snowflakes which, as Simpson has 
pointed out,; are oapabl© of removing a larger proportion of 
the liberated space charge than ere raindrops, which produce 
only a fine structure on the field mill trace. 
the third record Fig . 11 was taken during a thunderstorm 
when only point discharge current and potential gradient at 
the ground were recorded* I t serves to illustrate the fut i l i ty 
of attempting accurate measurements of these parameters using 
instruments with such relatively long response times. 
3.3 Me asurement. 
For each half minute period, average values were taken 
for point discharge current, wind speed and potential gradient; 
these were tabulated along with the appropriate time and brief 
notes regardixig the existing meteorological conditions. 
selection and summary of Recordings. 
Buring the period 1st June 1953 to 26th March 1954, 
f i f ty separate recordings were made, having a total diiration 
of 36 hours. Until the let January 1954 the parameters 
measured were point discharge current, wind speed and 
SI. 
@rafii©at to ^iadwai'd of the dlsohsrgiag point} 
aXt$r t h i s aat© %h& f i e l d mill iMmAi&t^lf ^salow the poiat 
brouglit i n t o ^p^pation, y i ^ i a i n g ea a^^itloneX s#t of 
readings.« 
^ o t a l l o f the! r e c o r d s ^ h o « 0 W r , were suitable f o r 
©aaiysls; three in i;hXiM6Tutoi*m w©!*© rejected 
t«j©6^ 2B© o f tim violent fiuetuations o f poiat current end 
I x j t ^ B t i a l gradient. Abrupt eliaages i n vinA <lireetion, 
f a u l t y point insmlstio^ i n miat heavy downpours end the 
shedding of stnemo^eter oups i n gusts o f 7o m.p.h. were the 
pi:im re^ons f o r the withdrawal o f another eight reeords» 
On i M l v i d u a l reoorde disoriminetion «ras» also needed 
when o\a?rent end po t e n t i a l gradient ohsnged sign; invariably 
the t i a ^ of ohan6©*over o f th© two traoee did not coincide, 
deleya of on© minute mve not unoofMOn, and readings i n the 
v i e i a i t y of the a e r o point were therefore excluded frooi the 
enslyalfei* s i s l i a r l y no ©ttempt was mad© to inoluae 
laeasureHiieBta taken £rm regions where current and potential 
gradient were of d i f f e r e n t sign* 
tn a l l , a t e t a l o f S5 hJfe* 3£ ajias, were suitable for 
aerutiny, affording © t o t a l of 1399 valiies of a l l three 
pQitsmtmBf with yeluee of point discharge currents up t o 
jgO^fii p o t e n t i a l gradients up to 4,500 v/m and wind apeeda 
up t o a/s# 
S2, 
Qiitlim of grbc^^^d* 
In a^teaptilng t<i> epX'»^ ge^eraX equation 
-^Ii®!^  I j?epr©8$n*8 polat; dlaobarg© current, w wind speed and 
f f€>t0Btl£iI g5»0dieat, i t wag decided to group t06«ther those 
I W mXvim ooouri'iag wltfeia a given smlX r a n ^ of wind 
ef0$4« ffta fianotions reXeting I f could tJi«a be determined 
f m a of siicli tm^$ lisneo the dependenoo of these 
fWioti<»tis m wind spe$d eouXd t t ^ investigeted^ 
from %k0 %mTi& o£ t ^ points on the ewrent - pote n t i a l 
^^phs dt*8«a f o r each renge of wind speed» i t sraB 
t 0 deduee the forms end Xlmit the nmber of equations 
to c#3iisider©d i n th© s t a t i s t i c a l enelyeis* 
3.-f0- GhoiM. of t i a d a^eed .Oroapa.». 
fhe d i v i s i o n ©f the r^et;^lt«t i n t o groups of <ionetant 
wiiSd speed hegaa isiaiedietely the f i r i g t :redord was laoasured 
end hefoj© the esaemca^ter vm oalihreted, i t convenient, 
thes-efts^^i to mm ten revolution© of the <anemofiieter per h a l f 
siinMe period, up to 100 r«ivoiution8^ as the width of a 
jpi^rtioiilar speed group*^ B^y^nd t h i s (14»3 a/s), the 
BpQm%%f Of th© results @lltii?$d only two more groups^ i . e * 
OWJP IQO and over 200 revolutions per h a l f aiaute, a t e l l i G g 
©p#ed Qt the enemoaeter oorrespoaded t© SS revs* per half 
minute, thea^efere, i n 811* s t ^ t e l of 10 wind ^peed groups 
55, 
unit s * I n t h i s set 629 points f a l l i n g i n t o wind speed 
ranges sere available f o r enely^ia. 
Both m^%0 of results had teo few values of positive 
ourrent and p o t e n t i a l gradient and a r i g i d analysis was only 
possible w i t h the negative velues. i n both oaaes the 
iBdieetiOB wa$ %h&% the equations for positive curves were 
fliiailar to the negative, except f o r higher onset values of 
p o t e n t i a l gradient and deoi?aafied slopes of the current 
p o t e n t i a l gradient curias• 
2-1 
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Fig,12 Variation of C\irrent with Potential Gradient. 
35* 
^* y o i ^ i ^ t i o n o f Point Djeah^r^ Gurrent with potentiel gradient 
et the (a'onM to f i M i ^ y d of the Point* 
fhe hulk of the rdedings, on whieh the resulte of t h i s 
section ere bssed, l e y hetwesn o - Sjuie (negative) f o r potential 
gredients mp to 2|500 v/is v h i l s t the v i d t h o f eaoh wind speed 
group ms approsiisately l*s$ ia/s# 
fh© gpepha ahowlng the v a r i e t l o a of ourrent with potential 
gradient f o r these small rengee of wind speed, of whieh Fig*12 
ie m Qxemple» indieeted the e^steneo of a line8(r relationship 
of the f o r a 
I # &{f * M) 
where M i s the value of the p o t e n t i e l gradient et which point 
discherge ooisacienQee, i»e* I f S v/m* 
AS t h i s was e deperture fr<Ba the trend of the results o f 
previous workers end ea, i n e few eases, the unevenneea of 
the d i s t r i b u t i o n and the seatter <^ the points rendered t h i s 
aimpi© dependenee Questionable, i t wes decided that rather 
then the beet s t r a i g h t l i n e , the beat values o f 'a* end »n» 
i n the following equation should be ealeulated* 
n 
f he adoption of t h i s more gi^nersi f ^ uetion enabled d i r e c t 
oomperison with the c u r r e n t - f i e l d M i l results of Section 4*2 
""1 
•4-
\l. 
10-
Jt-> 
t i g . 13 va r i a t i o n of 'a' with wind speed. 
TABLE 2. values of for Various Wind Speeds 
Wind speed m/s 3 5.2 6.6 8 12.2 16.3 21.3 
Agrimeter '53 0.96 0.92 0.98 1.08 1.03 
Agrimeter '54 0.98 0.99 1.14 0.94 - 0.92 0.93 
57 • 
and provid©d »»» had values cloa© to un i t y , no great error 
was introduced provided extrapolation was not at tempted. As 
the finalyBi© proceeded* i t becagi^ clear that the value of 
•n* was» w i t h i n the l i a i t a of experiKjentel error > independent 
of wind speed end oould be taken as unity* Table 2 gives the 
values of •»* i n the above e<iuatioa f o r th© r a n ^ s of wind 
speed conaiddred* 
4 i l fhe t f f e o t of f i n d speed* 
of the |p?si^ ahowlng the v a r i a t i o n of the oonstant 
n 
»a* with wind speed, i n the eijuatlon i » a(F - H) * suggested 
a further l i n e a r relationship but a second grapb was inconclusive. 
Uomymt the best s t r a i g h t lines through eech set of points 
was oaloulated end found t o be e & S#8 i lo"** CW + 8) f o r the 
-4 
Agriseter 1©SS and a s x l o ( l + 5»9) f o r the Agrimeter 
1©84 r e s u l t s * This l a t t e r set was rejected. 
fhe differenee i n slope of these two regression l i n e s 
was a t t r i b u t e d to the ler^e error i n the second and the use of 
a single c a l i b r a t i o n f o r the aneawjaeter both before and after 
two o f i t s eups hod been replaced. 
fh© f i n a l 0(ittotioa i-elating negative point aisoharge 
cujprent w i t h wind speed and pot e n t i a l gradient was 
I * 5.8 X i o " ^ (?? + 2)(F ^W) 
where I i s l a laioroeffisp?, t ia i s mstres per second and F i s i n 
volts per metre. 
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38. 
t h ^ feetcrs influencing the Bccuracy of t h i s equation ere 
jaentioned i n section 4«4| i t a eetiomted error wee 15-^ $0f^ . 
4*S Verietlott o^ Point giaoharge gurrent with Potentlftl 
Credient Eifasured fwo Metres below the Point* 
UnliKe those of the previous aection, the graph r e l a t i n g 
point discharge ourrent end pote n t i a l gradient for 8 given 
smell xen^e of wind epeed no longer showed a line a r r e l a t i o n -
ship, there was also an iispreveiaent i n the c c r r e l s t i o n , as 
?ig»14 ehowe, and higher valuee of point discharge ourrent 
were recorded, if©* up t© IBpM^ 
Atteiapte were made to f i t the following ettiations to a 
pe r t i c u i e ^ eet of readings. 
(1) I * e • bF « ©'(F - m 
( S) I * 9 * bF^ ^ * e'{f^* 
(5) I * a * bf * a(F -
n 
(4) I * a(F - M) 
A rapid i n d i c a t i o n of the goodness of f i t of the f i r s t 
three eqaetions wes obtained by eosipering the observed and 
the various oaloulated values of *M*» these valuee and the 
eorresponding equations are shown below• 
M»C©lc. K.Obsd. 
CI) I * 0*1F * Z^m 26#S IE 
(3) I * 0.0004?^* 1#0S imegln&ry 
C4) I = 0.025 if * l e ) I Z3. 
art). 
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Figs.15 and 16 Variation of 'a' and 'n' with Wind Speed. 
39. 
S h i l s t eqtuetion (g) agreed quite well with the observed 
value of i n t h i s ease, laarked deviation occurred with 
other wind speed ranges^ ©o that wk&n considering the tnm 
of th© root aeah square deviation for eQ.u©tione (2) and 
(4) the sup«>rlority of the more general equation was f e l t . 
As fig#16 shows, the selection of results f e l l i n g i n the 
wind speed range 6 $ m/e waa rather \mforttmate when a 
ooaparison of the general and the 3/8 pow©r equation was 
deaired* Bquation (4) was f i n a l l y adopted* 
4*3 y a r i e t i o n with Wind Syeed. 
Inspection of the graph, Fig.15, showing the va r i a t i o n 
of the constant *a' i n equation (4) with wind speed revealed 
(I liaeai? inoresse which persisted even t o wind speeds o f 
99f^ ia/s# No indi c a t i o n o f •saturation* was detected* 
As ' l * was iMasured i n a r b i t r a r y units no quantitative 
oosrp^ieon of th© value of 'a* with that obtained i n the 
previous section oould be nbade^  although the percentage 
inoreas© between given wind speeds could b© compered, i . e . 
&,0 * 16,3 m/s i ^ l f l a e t e r 15e^ increase, 
f i e l d m i l 70^ inorease* 
Thus th© e f f e c t of wind speed on *©* was less than h a l f i n 
moving the m i l l from the ground t o a point 2m below the 
discharging point* 
fhi® was not the only wind speed e f f e c t i n t h i s closer 
40. 
peeitionj Fig* l ^ ehowe that the pewer of •a* i n the 
n 
equation | * e ( f * M) also vsried with wind speed, with 
l i t t l e or no wind *n» had a v&lue of uni t y but t h l a value 
laex^essed r a p i d l y t ^ l t h inci-essina wind apeed up to a maxiBam 
of ,1*@ et 5*2 Ei/e* Thereafter »n» de<5re?ised slowly and getve 
the iapreeeion ef a return to u n i t y et very h i ^ wind speeds > 
i.e.- 1*1 e t 33..5 m/e.. 
4.4 go3xeiu6i^ns< 
4e wen mentioned e a r l i e r , the ecareity aiid r a l a t i r e 
ineecuraey of th^e© results ms realised snd the object of 
t h e i r enelysie a t t h i s e t e ^ simply to diseover general 
trends* Setailed discussion and ccmperieon with the results 
of previot^e werkers i s therefore reeerved u n t i l © l a t e r 
Cheptei? (S) , nothing more then a b r i e f e u i i ^ r y being attempted 
a t thie junetttre^ 
the current dieoharged by the earthed point 20® high 
©ppesrs to increiiise l i n e s r l y with both win4 apeed end 
e^er**all potenttel gjrodisnt, being repreeented by the 
e<|uati0n 
X ^  (ow • b) if - U) 
e snd b ere coneteiata 
- wind speed 
F * po t e n t i a l grediont at the greuM 
M - oneet p o t e n t i e l gradient. 
41.. 
ihea the p o t e n t i a l gradient i s mamured isnsiedl^^tely 
ijQiow the poitit the equation i s modified to 
n 
r * (a* w + b») (F * M) 
where the rsti© ©»/b' i s leas tli&n the prevloue a/b 
but i s now dependent on wind egeed* 
fh© analysis provid^sFd a useful guide for further work 
and brougbt to l i g h t i^thods of increasing the number and 
aoeuracy of th^ r e s u l t s * 
{&) imxfm^ o f . ^ i g h t . o f .%M:..point* This would bring. 
^hm% ^ sr^duetion of the egj^et value of the potential 
l ^ ' ^ i e a t iU) r e s u l t i n g i n « greater autabsr of positive 
values of Ovrrent i n twit" weather when conditions 
• aro^ r e l a t i v s i y Oal^-* 
(b) i l i ^ e r caaa&ra s i j ^ d * 1?^ e errors involved i n the 
averaging of value® o w r periods of SO seconds could 
be deoressed by shortening those periods to 10 seconds. 
A oorresponding incr^aji© i n camera «i>sed would be 
required t o f a c i l i t a t e iSMsasvireia&nt of the pnramotora 
i n t h i a reduced i n t e r v a l . 
(c) Qeneratina type eneaoiaetor. with the shortening of 
the avaraglng i n t e r v a l the i n t r i n s i c orror involved 
i n revolution counting becomes moro pronounced, 
©specially a t low wind apeeds, unless indi v i d u a l 
revolutions are counted. This l a t t e r proceaure can 
42. 
involve eenetruotionel coiaplieetions which can be 
avoided by selecting en eleetro-j^gnetic ^ n e r a t i n g 
type aneaosieter* 
(A) the ^ eriiaeter c a l i b r a t i o n * ^ i l e t the igriweter 
i t s e l f gave r e l i a b l e eervice the eelibrating plate 
«sohanisa occaeioneily proved troubleeoaie» sraall 
ehengee i n height of the plete gave apparently 
d i f f e r e n t e e n s i t i v i t i e s of the aachine end led to 
the r e j e c t i o n of eeveral records* k better 
reprodueebility of height would therefore be 
required i f i t s Uae wee to be continued. A 
eubsequent change ef s i t e ji^cessiteted a new f i e l d 
m i l l end t h i e modificetien wes therefore not 
N 
L 
Fig.17 The 34m vast, 
At t h i e etege a reaaseeement of the wheie problea was 
jaad©*' fhe f i n a n e i e l beoldng f o f the proj[eot had been 
ceneiderebly inoreeeed, e mere expesed e i t e and e higher 
mast Could thue be afforded; 
mveetigationa wore directed towards the v e r i f i c e t i o n 
of the wind speed end p o t e n t i a l gradient dependence of the 
eurrent with a greater ecoiareey than had previeusly been 
ebtaiaed* A ma&t of greater height would eneure an abundance 
of r e a i i l t s et lower p o t e n t i e l gredienta end f a c i l i t a t e the 
etudy ef the discharge ourrent pulee aisse end frequency, 
p o t e n t i a l gradient meeeureaente i m e d i e t e l y below the point 
were else continued." 
§• The Meet. • 
Following d i f f i c u l t i e s encountered i n servicing equipment 
which wee euepended from the single pole mast, i t wee decided 
thet the next laest would be cliajbsble. A braced t r i p l e pole 
structure carrying et the top e single pole extension of 
verieble length wae decided upon. The t r i p l e pole portion 
o r i g i n e l l y 70 f t (ElfSa) was l a t e r increased to 90 f t {27.6m) 
w h i o h ^ t h the single pele f u l l y extended, supported the 
point et 90 end 110 f t (SS.aa) respectively, i t was thus 
444 
ooBai40r6t>ly higher thm the awrroxmaiag trees* Th$ guy 
eaohereges tiepo I n concrete 36 f t from the central 
con<J3?^to tJese* 
. the f i r s t 50 f t vm ereete^ i n one i^ieoe i n a aiannsr 
s i m l i s r to tne sinisle pple mat descrilwA e e r l l e r . Beyond 
tftts toQi#it^ eeseably was ooisplete^l by the addition of 
iMividti63i 10 f t iengtba of single |«>le followed by cross 
braolnis @nd eroee b6;^ a« 
Adviee on l i g h t n i n g proteotion mB obtained from the 
B r i t i s h I l e u t r i o i l y Authority who also provided a set o f 
Sis^netiQ; Mtilcs t o f a o i l i t e t e the measureaient of the lig h t n i n g 
© w e n t aiaplitud® should & discharge to the meet oeetir. 
t»© point w that need previously on the 6S f t mast* 
l a fhe aite;;^  • • -
the r e c o i l i n g inetr^gjehte wore ©ot up i n a dark rooa 
of the IWEPhaa colleges obfiervetory, which stands on the brow 
of a h i l l i n en exposed position* ijownhlll, 9Sa to the ^ ?eet, 
vm ereoted the point disoherge mast; i n a l i n e with these 
and 4@m beyond the mast the f i e l d m i l l was set up, Heoordings 
«er© made only »h©a the wind was i n a westerly d i r e c t i o n . A 
gene3?«l view of the sit© and mast is shown i n f i g . 17. Apart 
from e rather better exposure of the point* thie location was 
r e l a t i v e l y free from the polution i»hieh had handicapped the 
previous m!pkf 
Fig.18 The Field M i l l . 
45. 
8«S the-. .gieXa'Mill, 
t)xo f i o l i d s i l l de30s^ib0d i n Fai*t X wes used to lidasttre 
the potootiaj,. grsdiaat at the greimd to wiBdwerd ot the point. 
AB ^ ^QtQf it ms used i n the i m r t e d {weatherproof) position 
and fiated above tlie groiaad* The f u l l e e n s i t i v i t y wee 
restorsd tjy, the r ^ o v a l of the 156 pf ehvmtiag condenser 
bsti^eon atator and dsi'tli when th@ amplifier gaina required 
were SOj 25 «nd IS* . 
^ a i n no atteiitpt et aign disoriminetion wee made BS 
pre^e4'4ing reooiTds had shown t h a t t h i s information oould he 
in f e t r e d fsm the sign of the point dlacherge current. 
Gslihretlon of the a i l l i n t h i s position was now possible 
end wae carried out with a eti^tehed wire, lead n i t r a t e fuse 
end ©leets^oetetie voltmetey. 
§•3 yhe ..Aiy^tef-» 
Whilst giv i n g e reasonahle average of wind speed over 
e period of sesie t h i r t y aecondef the oup eontaet esieiBOiBeter 
was not eeneitiv© to individnal gusts of wind, a neoesaary 
a t t r i b u t e when ettempting to correlate the sharp r i s e of 
peint oiirrent w i t h these gusts. An eleetro'^ttdgnetio type, 
with spun QiuMniauni cups es before, was oona true ted. = 
Al'ternating eurrents indueed l a the fixed ooila were 
r e o t i f l e d with a geraeniua diode and fed to a gelvenoaieter. 
The output wa© i n micro-aaspa and the instrument calibrated 
Fig.19 The Anemometer - Generator Type, 
46. 
i n ; a -^iad tunnel of the Kationei coal Board* i n addition, 
the output f o r d i f f e r e n t speeds of revolution o f the cups 
ms obtained thus keeping a oheo^ on the strength of the 
rotatln|» magnet* 
The anemometer was isounted ^  below the point* 
§•4 The CgiBerja* 
fh© single-speed »0amhridge^ oaniera was discarded and 
a new iiMtruEient eonstrueted, paper width was inoreeaed to 
;B40mtn(§«4 ins) when eeveral traces eould be aoccmodated 
ocaafortabiy* A .veriable speed drive was arranged giving 
pa|»Dr speeds o f E#5 6 eo/min when intervals of two seconds 
(the p ^ i o d i o tiaie o f the gslvanasBeter) Oould be detected 
with ease* 
A synchronous motor switched o f f the bao&ground fogf;ing 
1^!^ every ten seconds providing a convenient time scale on 
each record, 
S*a the Agriffleter* 
fhe removal of the f i e l d m i l l to the ground position 
oooasioned the construction of a further p o t e n t i a l gradient 
{seasurins device to be used a few metres below the point* 
the p a r t i e u l o r l y intense po t e n t i a l gradient encountered 
St the top o f the 69 f t xnast (3S|000 v/m perpendicular to 
th0 laast for po t e n t i a l gradients of about 200 v/m ot the 
ground) i M i o a t o d that a ^soeled^down* Agriaeter type of 
24 V DC Mobr 
Mast. 
Fig.20 Diagrammatic Side View of 
Agrimeter (half f u l l s i z e ) . 
47* 
i n e t r u m n t oould be t&sed. The baeio a i f f i p l i b i t y of aueb a 
meehine* eompeot and robuat, aaam^ed a superiority over the 
eoBventienal f i e l d a i i l i n t h i s ©atposed poeition* 
the eeeonQjanying diagram shows the easential features 
of ^ e maehina whioh wee driven by a a4v j).o« ootor et 
$0@O r«p«m. eaD'thed plate waa moved over the opening 
p e r i o d i c a l l y to give a zero poeition oa the trace but no 
eelibaretion voltage was applied i n view of the a r b i t r a r y 
nature ef the eutput. fhe l i n e a r i t y of the output was 
eheoleed f03? applied f i e l d s up to v/a and the 
j ^ l i a e t e r was mounted on the top of the t r i p l e pole mast 
et a distance of 7i& below the point* A further l i n e a r i t y 
ehecic f o r the eartrejsely high potential gradients encountered 
i n t h i s poeitloa, was obtained by ooaparlng the Agriiaeter 
and f i e l d s i l l outputs • The r a t i o of theae two waa alao of 
in t e r e s t when apace charge d i e t o r t i o n of the potential 
gradient at the a i i l was observed. 
AS point dieehar^ eeaaenoed the output from the 
Agrimeter eorreeponded to that for an applied p o t e n t i a l 
grudient o f 80,000 v/ro* 
48* 
^•^ l^ytoiaisne^ and l^oeedure* 
the Bl*m t r i p l e pole m&% with single pole extension 
to 2t^0>m mm oompletod i n the spring of 19SS. i t carried 
the point ©ad the eneafflaeter wJillst the f i e l d m i l l i 4SJB to 
the T^eat, reoorded the po t e n t i a l gradient. 
aeoording proeodure was s i m i l a r t o that of the previous 
section end again b r i e f notes were laade of laateorological 
conditions # f i r s t recordings »er« laade i n A p f i l 1953 and 
continued f o r three laonths before the results were tabulated, 
divided i n t o wind speed groups and analysed as previously* 
Although the njaiEiauia vaJue o f the point discharge 
current included i n the analysis was I0*^pe with a potential 
gradient of S,ioo v/m and wind speed of 9 m/s t h i s was not 
the highest valcie recorded* On oecasions the current varied 
between ^ $0)i& but the f i e l d s t i l l trace indicated potential 
gradionte of 400 • 500 v/m which were olegrly too low. This 
vast reduction of po t e n t i a l gradient was at t r i b u t e d to the 
space oharge liberated by treea, upwind of the miii# which 
were theaselves discharging* thus en upper l i m i t to the 
Useful p o t e n t i a l gradient was set. 
aeversl recordings were made at t h i s height but as a 
greater frequency of point discharge current was req,uired f o r 
other purposesj i t was decided that a lower onset value, i . e . 
a higher a^et, laight i n seoje ©Jnail way compensate for the 
rM 
Fig.21 showing the Fluctuations of 
Current w i t h Wind Speed" 
1 I 
Current 
Agrimeter 
zero 
Anemome ter 
Field M i l l 
zero 
Fig.22 Potential Gradient Reversal. 
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upper p o t e n t i a l gradient l i m i t e t l o n * whilst awaiting 
d e l i v e r y of t h i s extra 6.8a of t r i p l e pole aast* the 
j&griii^tQJc was cons true ted* 
S*7 f y p i o a l iteoords* 
A seetion of a record of positive point discharge 
current fro® the 27m aast i s shown i n Fig* 21* The upper 
trace showa the current> the middle the potential ®padient 
at the ground and the lower the wind speed, fhe zero point 
of each traoe i s shown, fhe v e r t i c a l white lines indicate 
tea second i n t e r v a l s , the whole section covering f i v e ainutes. 
This reoord shows the close c o r r e l a t i o n between pealce i n 
the durreat and wind speed traoes, whilst the general trend 
of the forjaer follows the p o t e n t i a l gradient* 
Thd second record shows a slow change froia positive to 
negative p o t e n t i a l gradient, (reading froai r i g h t to l e f t ) with 
the point discharge current trao0 showing the characteristic 
•plateau* between the onset values of the potential gradients. 
I n reproducing the reeord t h i s titae scale has been inverted, 
tlsae therefore increase© tvcm right to l e f t as indleated at 
the bottom of the record* Jhe f i e l d l a l i l output, being 
Independent of the sign of the potential gradient, f a l l s to 
a miniffiUEB at the ald*polst of t h i s change over, whilst the 
AgrlBieter Indicates that t h i s gradual aiiaulteneous reversal 
o f p o t e n t i a l gradient taJtes place 7m below the mast* 
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CHAPTER 6. 
HSSULTS FROM THE 27m. AHD 34m MAST* 
6. Point Discharge C\irrent and Potential Gradient at 
the Ground to Windward of the Point* 
AS with the results from the EOm mast, divisions were 
made in t o wind speed groups which now corresponded to wind 
siieed ranges of approximately 1 m/s width. The graphs 
obtained by p l o t t i n g current against potential gradient, 
measured at the ground, were linear i n every case having 
the form 
I » a(F - M) 
M was constant and had a value of 135 v/ra f o r the 27m end 
100 v/m f o r the 34m mast i n negative pot e n t i a l gradients. 
At the former height negative potential gradients 
occurred more frequently and hence these were used i n the 
f i n a l analysis. Results with positive potential gradient 
indicated a li n e a r relationship but with a higher value of 
•M' and a lower value of 'a». 
I n the short time that the 34m mast was i n operation, 
positive end negative p o t e n t i a l gradients were encountered 
i n equal proportion but the effects of time delays on 
reversals o f the p o t e n t i a l gradient, space charge etc., again 
prevented an accurate comparison of these constants. 
Fig.24." 
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6.1 The Sffeot of Wind Speed. 
The value of the constant »a» i n the equation 
I = a (F - M) 
was again found to increase l i n e a r l y with wind speed through-
out the range considered (0 - 10 m/s). This gave a f i n a l 
formula 
' I s K(W + C) (F * M) 
or 
I - 2.56 X 10"'^ (W 4- 4) (F - 135) 
fo r negative p o t e n t i a l gradients with the point at 27m. 
The scsroity of h i ^ wind speed results with the 34m 
point made a complete analysis impossible but from the few 
values of high wind speed obtained, the indication was that 
the constants 'K* end »C* had values such that the f i n a l 
equation was 
-4 
I - 4.8 X 10 (W 4 6.8) (F * loo) for negative, 
p o t e n t i a l gradients* 
6*2 Variation of point Discharge current with Potential 
Gradient Measured by the Agrimeter 7m Below the Point. 
Unlike the results reported i n section 4.'2 where the 
p o t e n t i a l gradient was measured 2m below the point, the 
current-Agrlmeter curves f o r narrow wind speed ranges were 
found to be l i n e a r . Again no absolute value of the po t e n t i a l 
gradient could be given i n this elevated position and the 
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current was p l o t t e d against the output of the Agrimeter 
which had e a r l i e r bean checked for l i n e a r i t y . 
Corresponding deflactions could, however be plotted 
on graphs as i n Fig. 25 and the Agrimeter readings could 
then be converted to give the equivalent pot e n t i a l gradient 
at the ground. 
Caution was required as Fig.26 and Fig. 27 indicate. 
Here the point discharge values are shown at ten second 
in t e r v a l s with arrows i n d i c a t i n g the d i r e c t i o n of the current 
change w i t h time. The output from the Agrimeter i s shown 
i n Fig. 27 and the corresponding potential gradient, 
measured at the ground, i n Fig.26. 
A f t e r r i s i n g quite r a p i d l y from 0 - 6.75^a i n under 
two minutes, deviations began to occur i n the gro\ind 
p o t e n t i a l gradient o\irve which, as the current increased, 
could not wholly be a t t r i b u t e d to an increase i n wind speed. 
The current then decreased l i n e a r l y to 1.8^e along a l i n e 
which was displaced by 300 v/m from the normal curve which 
was resumed aft e r an i n t e r v a l of two minutes when the 
current f e l l slowly to zero. 
During t h i s time the current-Agrimeter graph shows 
no such aberrations although the ef f e c t of wind speed on 
the current was obvious with high potential gradients. 
The value of the p o t e n t i a l gradient at the onset of t h i s 
53, 
phenomenon (1»000 v/m) suggested that i t was due to point 
discharge ocou](lng from trees i n the v i c i n i t y of the f i e l d 
m i l l whicla. experienced a reduotipn i n potential gradient 
due to the liberated space charge* An indication of the 
magnitude of the positive space charge necessary to produce 
such a s h i f t can be calculated on the assumption that 
the space :.charge density i s uniform between the 
Agrimeter at 27m and the f i e l d m i l l at the ground. Thus V ^  
- 8.8 X 10~'^ 300 
« 0.98 X 10 G/m 
or (T ft 0.29 E.S.U./m. 
6.3 Effect of Wind Speed. 
During the record described above there was a s l i g h t 
change of wind speed which i s indicated on the ourrent-
Agrimeter graph by d i f f e r e n t methods of marking the points. 
The few high values of point discharge current occur]^ing 
with high wind speeds tend to give the impression of a 
non«^ lineer dependence of current on potential gradient. 
This i s discussed more f u l l y i n section 8.3. 
w 
F 
Fig.28 Relative Positions of Field M i l l 
and Agrimeter with respect to tffe 
space charge r"~7 
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6.4 Comparison with the Results of Section 4.2 
As Was mentioned i n section 4.2 the point discharge 
current v a r i a t i o n with p o t e n t i a l gradient measured 2m below 
the point could be represented by the equation 
I ^ a(F - M)" 
where both »a» and •n* were dependent on wind speed. The 
results from the Agriaeter recording potential gradient 7m 
below t h ^ point again indicated that »a» was dependent on 
wind sp^ed but that »n» was constant and u n i t y . Fig* 28 
shows the r e l a t i v e positions of both Agrimeter and f i e l d 
m i l l with respect to wind d i r e c t i o n and the space charge 
liberated from the point. The pot e n t i a l gradient at these 
heights may be regarded as being perpendicular to the mast; 
the Agrimeter, by v i r t u e of i t s distance from, and position 
with regard to the liberated space charge, i s thus less 
s e n s i t l y f j t o fluctuations of t h i s charge. The f i e l d m i l l , 
howeverj being aown-wind of and much closer to t h i s charge, 
would suffer a v a r i a t i o n of exposure as the wind speed 
altered the contour of the space charge volume. 
Assuming that the space charge i s a uniform horizontal 
l i n e charge, the magnitude and length of which i s dependent 
on wind speed, the value of the horizpntal component AF of 
p o t e n t i a l gradient at a point distance •h* below the 
discharging point can be calculated as follows. 
55. 
AJ^ bpth I and 1 increase llneaply with wind speed B, 
the charge contained i n u n i t length dx may be regarded as 
constant, the hortaontal component of the potential gradient 
at A I 
which reduces to 
F s 0 when 1 * 0 I.e. no wind. 
F i s maximum when 1 »aD i.©. high wind. 
Consider the e f f e c t of A F on the current potential 
gradient relationship i n this exposed position. The current 
I i from the previous r e s u l t s , increases l i n e a r l y with the 
ov e r - a l l p o t e n t i a l gradient F* The potential gradient 
OS A 
0 1 
& 0 0 
0 
2. 
I 
1-4 
n H-2 
^ ( O O 
16 24 32 
Fig.29 Comparing the Variation of »n» and F with wind Speed, 
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meastired at »h» w i l l be 
F« = KF - A F 
F e]^{F» + AF) 
a nd as I ^ aF 
I * %{F» + AF) 
Therefore c o r r e l a t i n g l and F* and ignoring the contribution 
of A f , i» order to preserve the e(iuality sslgn the power of 
F* and of the constant a/K mist be increased with wind speed 
©s the contribution due to AF would also have been increased. 
Goaparison of the predicted curve f o r A F and the 
v a r i a t i o n of »n^  i n the equation I » a(F» - i i f shows that 
whilst an i n i t i a l rapid r i s e i s obvious i n both curves, the 
gradual decrease of 'n* w i t h wind speed i s not predicted by 
t h i s sisiple theory* 
AS the ;4grlmeter did not show any such eff e c t and as 
the c o r r e l a t i o n between I and F i n t h i s elevated position 
was very good, i t was concluded that the point discharge 
current gave a r e l i a b l e i n d i c a t i o n of the potential gradient 
7m below the point and hence the over-all potential gradient, 
provided wind speed was also recorded. 
r 
Current 
Agrimeter 
Anemometer 
7ield M i l l 
Fig.30 Time Delay. Time Increasing. 
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6.5 Other Effects, 
(a) Time Delays* 
Quite frOcLuently i n disturbed condltons a potential 
gradient reversal at the ground preceded a current 
reversal by more than a minute. This time i n t e r v a l 
was greatly reduced i n the case of the potential 
•gradient measured 7m below the point. 
This is i l l u s t r a t e d i n the section of a record 
shown i n Fig. 30 where the p o t e n t i a l gradient at the 
ground and that 7m below the point precede the current 
reversal by 34 seconds end f i v e seconds respectively. 
Similar periods have also been reported by Lutz 
(1941) and Hutchinson (1951), the explanation of which 
was given by-Lueder (1943) by considering the screening 
action of the space charge produced by poi^nts i n the 
region of the po t e n t i a l gradient measuring device. This 
charge i s such that i t reduces the over-all potential 
gradient and a low value of t h i s parameter is recorded 
at the ground. With decrease and reversal of p o l a r i t y 
of the over-all p o t e n t i a l gradient, the ground potential 
gradient i s reduced and then enhanced by t h i s space 
charge u n t i l such time as t h i s charge is neutralised or 
dispersed. This previous reduction and ensuing enhance-
ment i s c l e a r l y v i s i b l e on the f i e l d m i l l trace i n Fig.SO, 
Field M i l l 
Agrimeter 
Current 
Anemometer / > 
Fig.31 
Time Increasing 
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Fig. 31 i s a more extreme case of this time delay 
where a reversal of potential gradient between point 
and ground has occtirred (at »B», time 4h,9m.40s.) a 
positiv e p o t e n t i a l gradient being recorded with a 
maximum of negative point discharge current. The time 
i n t e r v a l between reversal of current and potential 
gradient i n t h i s case being 65 sees, at the ground and 
10 sees, at 7m below the point. 
The current at this time (the galvanometer 
s e n s i t i v i t y was decreased) was 10.^a corresponding to 
an undisturbed p o t e n t i a l gradient of 1,250 v/m. From 
t h i s figure the average value of the space charge 
necessary to produce t h i s change i n a height of 34ffl 
was found to be 3.2 x 10 '° C/m*(-98 F.S.U./n?). This 
i s of the same order of magnitude as that measured by 
Lutz (1944). 
These instances i l l u s t r a t e the need of potential 
gradient measurements as close to the point as i s 
possible bearing i n mind the possible effects of the 
space charge from the point i t s e l f on the potential 
gradients i n these positions, as mentioned I n section 
6.4. 
I t i s also obvious from these two records that the 
inclusion i n the f i n a l analysis of periods close to 
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such reversals Can lead to a great deal of scatter i n 
the r e s u l t s V Further, i n shorter time delays, t h i s 
persistence of point discharge current can lead to a 
false value o f and a suggestion of a dependence 
of current on a power of potential gradient greater 
than one. 
(b) The Effect of. Wind Speed on »M*. 
From recordings made when the f a i r weather potential 
gradient p e r i o d i c a l l y produced point discharge current 
from the 34m mast, i t was found that the onset value 'M' 
was independent of wind speed* 
This was to be expected as the eff e c t of wind speed 
is, f e l t only when i t assists the potential gradient i n 
removing the l i m i t i n g space charge frcaa the v i c i n i t y of 
the point. I t was therefore necessary that the space 
charge be established, i . e . point discharge commence 
before any wind speed e f f e c t can be noticed and hence 
t h i s parameter would not be expected to influence 
except i n so f a r as the ion v e l o c i t y due to wind might 
be ccaaparable with the ion mobility i n the potential 
gradient about the point. The results indicate that t h i s 
l a t t e r condition was never s a t i s f i e d . 
(c) Variation of *M* with Height. 
From the onset value and the height of the point 
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the difference i n p o t e n t i a l between the point and the 
surroundiiig a i r can be calculated, assuming no decrease 
of p o t e n t i a l gradient with height. These values were 
3,9G0V - 2Gm 
3,645v - 27m 
3,400V ^ 34m 
A constant value of this voltage at a l l heights might 
have been expected but comparison with the balloon 
re s u l t s of Mapleson show that the discrepancy i s even 
greater at greater heights. Mapleson concluded from his 
results that there was no s i g n i f i c a n t difference between 
the s t a t i s t i c s involved i n taking 
M » V/^ ^ or M * V/H 
where V i s a constant and H the height of the point, and 
selected the l a t t e r equation with a value 
V • 2,860V 
aa being correct f o r heights of 50 - 150m. This was i n 
close agreement with the value of 2,880v found by 
Warburg% (1899) i n laboratory measurements to be the 
minimum c r i t i c a l voltage f o r a point of similar diameter 
to h i s . 
I f one can assume the value of 2,860v given by 
Mapleson to be correct, and obtaining a further voltage 
from Hutchinson's results- (also taken at Durham), the onset 
5b 
40 A 
50-^ 
2o4 
17m. 
o 
—r 8 -3 -4- '5 -7 
Onset \/alf-ag«. 
Fig.32 . 
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voltage for point discharge at various heights can be 
i l l u s t r a t e d . ( F ig. 32). A further point on this curve 
would be H Jtoo, M = O i 
Here some positive correlation between H and onset 
voltage seems to exist j. but i t must be remembered that 
minor variations trom the curve w i l l arise as the sharp-
ness of the points of Maples on and Hutchinson d i f f e r e d 
from that used:in the present investigation. 
I f , as one might have expected, the difference of 
onset pot e n t i a l (V) between the point and i t s surroundings 
were constant f o r a l l heights, the decrease of V with 
higher points might be only an apparent one, which an 
increase i n pot e n t i a l gradient with height would account 
f o r . As th i s i s contradictory to the accepted 4^ decrease 
i n the f i r s t lOm of the atmosphere an alternative 
explanation regarding the possible screening effect of 
the mast was s o u ^ t . 
I f the screening of the f i e l d m i l l by the mast 
Increased with higher masts, then the output from the 
m i l l , f o r a given ov e r - a l l p o t e n t i a l gradient, would be 
s l i g h t l y lower. This might have occurred as the m i l l 
c a l i b r a t i o n was made with the 34m mast and thus a s l i g h t 
divergence between the-results at 27m and 34m might be 
expected; the argument may not be extended to the 11m, 
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SOm and 50m r e s u l t ^ especially the l a t t e r , where the 
c a l i b r a t i o n was made i n the absence of the point. 
A f u r t h e r explanation may arise from the fact that 
the height used i n the calculations may not have been 
the e f f e c t i v e height of the point; t h i s would have been 
the case i f the equipotential surfaces at each s i t e , i n 
the absence of the mast, had not been horizontal. 
Chalmers and Mapleson (1955) concluded from t h e i r 
consistently low results at 50m that the effective 
height of t h e i r point was only 40ffl. 
This, together with the other possible minor 
variations mentioned, could have accounted f o r t h i s 
apparent decrease of onset po t e n t i a l with height, 
(djComparison of Positive and Negative Point Discharge 
Current, 
Results from the 20m and 27m mast indicated that 
the onset value »M» of the potential gradient for 
negative point discharge was lower than that for positive. 
The value of the constant 'a* was correspondingly lower 
f o r the positive r e s u l t s . This i s i n agreement with the 
result s of Ytiberry (1954), p a r t l y i n agreement with those 
of Whipple and Scrase (1936) ( f o r »aV values) but not 
with Hutchins6n«s (1951) r e s u l t s . This difference i n •a* 
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with sign of p o t e n t i a l gradient i s genereily attributed 
to the difference i n mQbillty between positive and 
negative ions, although an alternative suggestion is 
given by toeb ( 1941) * 
He considers the fundamental meohanisia of the 
dischargd end regards the positive ions as being almost 
stationary with regard to the mobi l i t y of the negative 
ions, i«e« electrons. With positive points the electrons 
i n the front portion of the »avalanohes * ere moving 
towards the point and into a po t e n t i a l gradient which i s 
being continuously decreased by the positive space charge 
l e f t behind. 
gfith negative points the electrons, moving away from 
the point, leave behind a positive space charge which 
enhances the f i e l d close to the point* 
Thus the positive space charge i n the rear of the 
»avelaache» increases the potential gradient between 
i t s e l f and the negative electrode (point or cloud base), 
while i n the weak and declining f i e l d ahead of the 
'avalanche* the po t e n t i a l gradient to the positive 
electrode i s not enhanced i n equal msasvire. He concludes 
that where the po t e n t i a l gradient diverges r a p i d l y , the 
difference might be s i g n i f i c a n t . 
Fig.33 The Point above the Tree ( l e f t ) and 
the Lime Tree (extreme r i g h t ) . 
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CHAPTER 7. 
POIKT DI3CHAHQE FROM THE TREE AND FROM A POIl^T imEDIATELY 
ABOVE A HSiCaBOUHINQ TREE. 
7, The Point Mounted 2m above a Tree. 
At the commencement of t h i s work there was already i n 
operation a point attached to but insulated from the upper 
branches of a tree and projecting Eta beyond the tree top. 
(see Fig. 33 opposite). The construction of th i s point was 
simi l a r to that described i n section 2.4 and i t had been 
erected to obtain an indication of point discharge current 
magnitudes down trees. 
I t was decided that further records of current from the 
point together with the pote n t i a l gradient as measured by Dr. 
Chalmers • Agrlmeter, 7m from the tree^ might be of value f o r 
further comparisons, although t h i s work was regarded as 
secondary to the main point discharge investigations being 
undertaken. 
several such records were taken, although the high onset 
value of 1,000 v/m l i m i t e d recording to disturbed conditions, 
when, wi t h the space change from trees and buildings close to 
the Agrlmeter, the v a r i a t i o n of I with potential gradient 
was subject to a great deal of scatter. As no recording was 
available of wind speed during these periods, a further source 
of error was thus introduced int o the re s u l t s . However, Fig.34, 
\ot)o^^ "iooov/^ i«w>v/^ t C O O v i . 
I ( ( •—<—*—'— 
5000 
f 1 0 
Fig.34 v a r i a t i o n of Current with Potential Gradient f o r 
Point 2m above a Tree. 
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based on results taken i n a p a r t i c u l a r l y 'well-behaved* 
period, shows that the point discharge current was approx-
imately proportional to F. The onset value of positive 
p o t e n t i a l gradient was somewhat higher than the 1,000 v/m 
required f o r negative currents to commence. The indication 
was that the presence of the tree i n no way altered the 
current-potential gradient relationship which did not seem 
fundamentally d i f f e r e n t from that obtained with an isolated 
single point. 
Consequently there seemed l i t t l e to be gained i n 
studying t h i s r e l a t i v e l y infrequent discharge when results 
were r e a d i l y available from the mast, where the onset value 
was approximately 10 per cent of that for the point on the 
tree. 
7.1 Point Discharge from Natural objects. 
Previous work. 
Although the greater portion of charge transferred to 
earth by point discharge is accomplished by natural points, 
s u r p r i s i n g l y l i t t l e work has been done on these objects. 
Sohonland, i n an attempt to determine the charge brought down 
by a c o l l e c t i o n of trees, mounted a tsrpical tree on insulators, 
connected the tree to earth through a recording instrument and 
noted the v a r i a t i o n of current with potential gradient. Four 
values of current, corresponding to four potential gradient 
15"- lo K J L G ) 4 0 0 
Fig.35 Diagrammatic View of Tree Connections. 
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values, were given which did not f a l l on a square law curve. 
The tree may have been t y p i c a l at the time of f e l l i n g , but 
I t s properties would have changed rapidly and no continuous 
representatlye record throughout the seasons could have 
b^en expected. 
Method Employed. 
I n ordar to obtain continuous records of the point 
discharge down a tree,, i t was decided to f i x two conducting 
bands, some 5.5m apart,, around the trunk and measure the 
current flowing through a low resistance galvanometer 
connected between these bands.. 
A lime tree about 15m high was selected (see Fig. 33), 
a number of brass screws were driven through the bark,, 6m 
up the trunk,, i i n t i l they made e l e c t r i c a l contact with the 
outer conducting layer of sapwood.. A copper wire soldered 
to each of these screws formed one output lead whilst a 
s i m i l a r arrangement at the base of the tree provided the 
other., A coaxial lead connected these bands to a galvanometer 
i n the recording room. 
The resistance of t h i s external c i r c u i t was kept as low 
as possible (63 ohms) i n order that the greater portion of 
the point discharge current would flow through the galvanometer. 
This proportion, however,.would be dependent on trunk resistance 
which,.in view of i t s probable variation with season, was 
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Checked d a i l y with tha aid of an alternating current 
Wheatstone bridge. 
This v a r i a t i o n , over a period of nine months, i s shown 
i n Fig. 36. Apart from the annual v a r i a t i o n of resistance 
a seemingly sporadic v a r i a t i o n was also noticed which was 
l a t e r associated with r a i n f a l l . I t was found that a decrease of 
realstanoo occurred from 12 - 24 hrs. a f t e r r a i n f a l l , an effect 
which was at t r i b u t e d to the increased dissociation of the 
e l e c t r o l y t e (sap etc.) with increase of d i l u t i o n . This effect 
was most noticeable i n the Winter months when the sap was 
most concentrated. 
As a subsidiary experiment, a t h i r d band was placed at 
a further 5.&a above the second band, when i t was possible 
to determine the resistance of the two equal lengths of 
trunk and obtain an indication of the height to which the 
water was r i s i n g . 
Results. 
No accurate quantitative results have so fa r been 
obtained using the conducting bands, although the records 
shown opposite indicate that the method was feasible* The 
general trend of the current trace resembled that of the 
p o t e n t i a l gradient although several differences were 
iamiedlately obvious. 
point 
Fig.37 Current and Potential Gradient 
f o r Tree and Point above a Tree. 
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(a) Variations of zero po s i t i o n . 
Diuring the recording the zero position of 
the current trace seemed to a l t e r . This was obvious 
especially with a reversal of pote n t i a l gradient 
when the farxllar change-over 'plateau' did not appear. 
- I 
These zero fluctuations were of the order of lo ^a 
and were thus rather large to be accounted for by 
eithe r p r e c i p i t a t i o n currents or changes i n the bound 
charge on the tree during potential gradient fluctuations, 
i . e . with the tree of area 30m^and a maximum pr e c i p i t a t i o n 
z -3 
current of loa/em, current down the trunk » 3 x lo ^a. 
With p o t e n t i a l gradient changes of 1,000 v/m i n .10 sees., 
current =r 2.4 x l o ' ^ j i a * 
Ho imediate v a r i a t i o n of trunk resistance was 
found with the onset of heavy r a i n but a probable 
cause of these zero fluctuations could be e l e c t r o l y t i c 
action bet?;een the sap and the brass connecting screws. 
I t was decided to apply a low alternating current to 
the. trunk i n the hope of removing any polarisation which 
might occur, so f a r no results have been obtained 
wi t h t h i s a l t e r n a t i n g current 'bias' but the work i s 
being continued. 
(b) Oscillations 
Oscillations frequently occui-red i n the current, 
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p a r t i c u l a r l y i n heavy r a i n , which were not apparent 
i n the pot e n t i a l gradient. There was then no 
" corr e l a t i o n betxieen the potential gradient and 
current traces, the l a t t e r being a series of 
o s c i l l a t i o n s about the zero point whenever the 
p o t e n t i a l gradient was above the onset value. This 
may have been due to the liberated space charge being 
carried back to the tree or to further e l e c t r o l y t i c 
action which i t was hoped might be avoided by the 
•bias* current mentioned above. 
Comparison of Currents down the Tree Trunk with those 
through the Point Mounted i n a Nearby Tree. 
From the simultaneous measurement of these two currents 
and p o t e n t i a l gradient an approximate comparison between the 
e f f i c i e n c i e s of the tree and the point could be obtained. I t 
must be remembered that the tree was e f f e c t i v e l y a series of 
multiple points, the 'M* values of which would vary with 
surrounding foliage and heig^bit above the ground, etc. and 
therefore a l i n e a r dependence of ciirrent on potential gradient 
would not be expected. 
Onset of point discharge by the tree occurred i n potential 
gradients of 600 - 700 ,v/m whilst that of the point i n the tree 
corresponded to 1,000 v/m. This was not surprising as, i n t h i s 
l a t t e r case, the presence of the tree some 2m below the point 
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^ e a t l y reduced i t s e f f e c t i v e height, simultaneous currents 
through tree and point i n pot e n t i a l gradients of 2,000 v/m 
were 1.5^3 f o r the tree and 2.5;ia f o r the point. Wind speed 
was not at t h i s time being recordediii. The resistance of the 
trunk was 3,000 ohms end that of the external c i r c u i t 63 ohms; 
the measured value of the current down the trunk was thus 
only 2^ low.. 
The point above the tree was thus more effective i n 
discharging currents at t h i s high Value of potential gradient 
i n spite of i t s higher onset value. This was compatible 
with the findings o f chiplonkar (1940) and Chalmers and 
Mapleson (1955) who measured decreased currents with the 
su b s t i t u t i o n of multiple points for a single point. 
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CHAPTER 8. 
DIS0IJ3SI0M. 
I t was not suxprislng that with the I s o l a t i o n of the 
wind speed end wind d i r e c t i o n e f f e c t , the point discharge 
current should be dependent on a d i f f e r e n t power of the 
p o t e n t i a l gradient than had hi t h e r t o been maintained. The 
allmlnatlon of these two variables r e s u l t i n g i n a measurement 
of p o t e n t i a l gradient undisturbed by spurious space charge 
and w i t h i n a given range of wind speed, did much to reduce 
scatter. 
Whipple and Scrase suggested that a certain amount of 
scatter f o u i ^ i n t h e i r results could be attributed to variations 
I n wind speed but Hutchinson would not admit of t h i s ; 
Chiplonkar and I t i b e r r y and others made no mention of either 
wind speed or d i r e c t i o n . Of a t o t a l l y d i f f e r e n t nature are 
the balloon results of Chalmers and Mapleson who considered 
both these factors. 
8.1 Comparison with Previous Fixed Point Results. 
I n attempting to explain the divergence of the present 
results from the I » a{F''- M^ ) formula favoured by Whipple 
and sorase, Hutchinson, Chiplonkar and Yrlberry, i t i s 
necessary to consider 
(a) the e f f e c t of the difference i n height of the points 
(b) the e f f e c t of wind d i r e c t i o n 
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(c) the e f f e c t of wind speed. 
(a) The Difference i n Height of the Point. 
I t i s doubtful whether the height of the point up to 
say 150m (where Chalmers and Maples on found errors arising 
due to natural space charge) w i l l affect the power of the 
p o t e n t i a l gradient upon which,the point discharge current 
i s dependent. The presence of trees, higher or lower than 
the discharging p o i n t , would serve only to affect i t s expos\ire. 
The r a t i o of the p o t e n t i a l gradient at the point and at the 
gjround,, though depending on the surrounding objects, would 
be none the less constant f o r values of potential gradient 
up to.that at which the surrounding objects themselves give 
point discharge. Here a discontinuity i n the current-potential 
gradient curve would be obvious as the records i n section 6.2 
show, and high values of current would occur for abnormally 
low values of the p o t e n t i a l gradient. Beyond th i s point 
the current p o t e n t i a l gradient relationship w i l l be influenced 
by the r e l a t i v e l o c a t i o n of point and f i e l d m i l l positions 
with regard to the wind d i r e c t i o n as mentioned i n section: 
(b) below. 
This, non-dependence of the power of the p o t e n t i a l 
gradient on the height and presence of surrounding trees was 
indicated i h the results from the 20m mast which was i t s e l f 
a few metres higher than the closest trees (30m upwind) and 
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even more so by the results from the- point fixed to the top 
of the tree (section 7), although i n this l a t t e r case, the 
e f f e c t of wind speed was not considered, 
(b) The E f f e c t o f Wind Direction. 
The e f f e c t of the liberated space charge from trees 
upwind of the f i e l d m i l l mentioned above, would be to give 
an unexpectedly high value of point discharge oiirrent for a 
low recorded p o t e n t i a l gradient. Effects similar to t h i s 
are observed when the space charge from the mast i t s e l f i s 
carried over the f i e l d m i l l . The net e f f e c t of disregard 
of wind d i r e c t i o n would be thus expected to introduce scatter 
i n t o the results and possibly to enhance the value of I when 
high o v e r f a l l p o t e n t i a l gradients are encountered, 
(c) The Effect of Wind Speed. 
Further scatter would r e s u l t as the foregoing results 
have shown when simultaneous measurements of I and wind speed 
were not taken. As t h i s factor was not measured by previous 
workers, i t is i n t e r e s t i n g to speculate i t s effect on t h e i r 
results i n the l i g h t of the present e(iuation 
I s K(W -f C) (F - la). 
For a wide range of wind speed and p o t e n t i a l gradient the 
values of point discharge current from a given point w i l l , 
according to the above equation, l i e w i t h i n a cone whose 
apex i s at the point 1 = 0, F <= M. The d i s t r i b u t i o n of 
\-io 
U8 
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Fig.38 Current y. Potential Gradient 
regardless of Wind Speed, 
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points w i t h i n t h i s region w i l l depend on the wind speed-
p o t e n t i a l gradient relationship which, taken over a long 
period, ought to be random, with a l i m i t e d number of points 
howeyer, and- a few high values of wind speed occ\u;ing with 
high p o t e n t i a l gradients, the dependence of I on the second 
power of F could easily be suggested. This i s noticeable i n 
the current-Agrimeter graph, Fig. 27 and i n Fig. ?8, where 
the points have been plotted iwregardless of wind speed. 
Had th i s occurred with previous workers, then the f i t t i n g 
of the equation I «. a(F - M)'^  to the i r results ought to give 
values of 'n» close to u n i t y . 
A s t a t i s t i c a l analysis of the published results of Whipple 
and scrase f o r negative currents and pote n t i a l gradients was 
therefore undertaken. A logarithmic pl o t of current I against 
p o t e n t i a l gradient F was made and best value of 'n' i n this 
general equation was found to be 1.07 - 0.13, the f u l l 
equation being 
1.07 
I.= 0.03506 (F - 8*6) 
compared with the o r i g i n a l 
I - 0.001 {F"" - M^) 
where I i s i n microamps and F i n volts per centimetre, 
s u r p r i s i n g l y enough the former, by the method of least squares, 
was found to be the better f i t t i n g equation. 
T-
Fig.39 Current v. Potential Gradient (Yfhipple and Scrase, 8.4m). 
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Similar treatment of the negative h a l f of Hutchinson's 
results ^rielded the formula 
1,09 t 0.06 
I T 0,000116 (F - 4) 
with s i m i l a r units as above, which again, was a better f i t t i n g 
curve than h i s , 
I = 0,0005 (F^ r 4'') 
The close proximity of 1,07 and 1,09 to unity sugf-ests 
t h a t , had wind speed and d i r e c t i o n been taken into consideration 
i n these cases, a line a r relationship between I and F quite 
probably would have been detected and that a few values of 
high wind speed coincided with high potential gradients 
tending to obscure t h i s relationship. 
I t is i n t e r e s t i n g at t h i s point to note that the value 
of 'n* f o r the whole of the results of the current-Agrimeter 
(20m mast) readings regardless of wind speed was 0.94 i 0.1, 
although no s i g n i f i c a n t v a r i a t i o n of wind speed with potential 
gradient could be detected* A similar analysis of results 
from 27m (Fig. 38) yielded a value n « 1.05 - 0.1 but here 
high values of wind speed and potential gradient did coincide. 
8.2 Comparison with Balloon Results* 
Of chief concern i n t h i s category is the divergence 
of the present results from the balloon results of Chalmers 
and Mapleson where the equation was 
I - Kit (FH) 
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The e f f e c t of increased height w i l l , - by the logic of 
the preceding section, be incidental i n resolving the 
difference of power observed as the maximum potential 
gradient they measured was 250 v/m when surrounding objects 
were not discharging. The previous reasoning concerning 
the possible enhancement of the power of the potential 
gradient by wind speed seeifis now i n v a l i d as this parameter, 
together with wind d i r e c t i o n was considered i n t h e i r analysis. 
The presence of a charge on the rubber balloon i s of 
l i t t l e help i n resolving the discrepancy between the wind 
speed and po t e n t i a l gradient effects as the following cases 
indicate. 
(a) Assume that the balloon was charged and retained 
t h i s charge f o r a time which was long compared 
with the ex i s t i n g p o t e n t i a l gradient changes. 
With varying p o t e n t i a l gradients the presence of 
the charged balloon would bring about a v a r i a t i on 
i n the r a t i o of the po t e n t i a l gradient at the point 
to that at the earth's surface. This r a t i o would 
vary not only with the potential gradient but also 
from day to day with the d i f f e r e n t charges carried 
by the d i f f e r e n t l y shaped balloons. The over-all 
e f f e c t would be to introduce scatter into the 
current-potential gradient curve. 
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(b) When the decay of charge was rapid compared with 
the p o t e n t i a l gradient changes, i t would be 
expected to be proportional to the applied 
potential gradient. The configuration of the 
equipotentials would thus have been independent 
of the p o t e n t i a l gradient and hence the presence 
of the balloon would not be expected to affect 
the power of the current-potential gradient curve. 
Further sources of scatter discussed by Mapleson (1^53) 
were the r o l l i n g of the balloon and hence the removal of the 
l i m i t i n g space charge from the region about the point and 
consequent reduction i n height of the point. The conversion 
of the results giving his general equation 
I r (cw t d) H^F"- V^/H") 
where c,d, are constants 
W the wind speed 
H the height of the point 
F the pot e n t i a l gradient 
V^the onset voltage 
n s 1.5 or 2 
p « 1.5 - 3 
to f i t the theory of Chalmers and Mapleson must have involved 
a further loss of accuracy i n view of the absence of an onset 
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value i n the equation 
I KW (FH) 
8.3 comparison with Theoretical Equations. 
Having established an emperical equation and having 
discussed i t s apparent diversion from those of other 
investigators, i t now remains to compare th i s equation 
with those predicted by theory, 
(a) Chalmers' Theory. 
Chalmers (1955) has considered the case of a single 
point discharging i n calm conditions i n a steady potential 
gradient. I f this p o t e r i t i a l gradient i s , say positive, 
positive ions w i l l move into the point and negative ions 
w i l l move upwards and outwards along the lines of force. 
Potential gradients at the point w i l l be diminished by this 
negative space charge which e f f e c t i v e l y screens the point. 
Considering time intervals which are long ccmpared with the 
interv a l s between indiv i d u a l pulses, he considers the 
•q u a s i - s t a t i c state when a balance i s established between 
the current from the point and th i s l i m i t i n g space charge. 
The volume through which these negative ions move he calls 
the 'space charge volume' i n which he assumes there is a 
uniform v e r t i c a l component of the potential gradient through-
out each horizontal section; across these sections, i n 
steady conditions, the t o t a l current I w i l l be constant and 
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equal to the current from the point. 
Applying Gauss* theorem to neighbouring cross sections 
of the space charge volume and integrating throughout the 
t o t a l volume, Chalmers arrives at the equation 
s dx = ^ V 
where X i s the v e r t i c a l p o t e n t i a l gradient and s the cross 
sectional area at a distance x above the point. Xo and s^ , 
have the same significance at a distance x^ above the point 
where i o n i s a t i o n by c o l l i s i o n i s beginning to occur, 
w i s the ionic m o b i l i t y 
V i s the volume between the cross sections at x and x„. 
Assuming a shape given by s = kx*^ f o r the space charge 
cross section where k and q are constants with respect to 
X and that (X© %) v^ , are small compered with Xs and v 
i t follows that 
1 - q 
21 
wk£o(q + 1) 
and that the pot e n t i a l Y at 6 distance x from the point i s 
V = 
2 1 
0€ot^((\4|)_ 
Further assumptions that at a given l e v e l the wind v e l o c i t y 
i s comparable with the-ionic velocity and that here the 
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potentials inside and outside the space charge volume are 
equal, y i e l d the f i n a l formula 
J = 
or 
3-q Q-1 I « KW ^ (Fh)^ 
where K i s a constant, w the wind speed, F the potential 
gradient at the ground, h the height of the point above the 
groiind and q a constant having a value between 1 and 3. 
' I n t h i s form I is required to be zero when either 
W or F * 0 which i s not i n agreement with observation.' 
However, since i n the comparison of potentials inside 
and outside the space charge volume the reference points 
were taken as the groimd and the point X^s^, i t seems 
reasonable to assume that F might be taken as the value 
of the po t e n t i a l gradient i n excess of the onset value i f 
and So are to represent conditions at the point where 
io n i s a t i o n by c o l l i s i o n i s beginning to occur. 
The inclusion of a similar constant i n the wind speed 
term might be achieved by supposing that F and W were not 
the only agencies by. which Ion removal from the space charge 
volume was possible, l.e* with W s 0 and F small, removal 
by recombination and d i f f u s i o n processes might be considerable. 
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With these inclusions the results of the present 
investigations show good agreement with t h i s theory where 
q has a value of 2, Under these conditions the non-
dependence of I on w, the mo b i l i t y , i s indicated^ This 
suggests that the difference i n the value of »a» (mentioned 
i n section 6,5d) f o r positive and negative potential 
gradients should be ascribed to the mechanism suggested by 
Loeb (1941). 
(b) Chapman's Theory. 
Of a somewhat d i f f e r e n t nature frcm the theoretical 
considerations of .Chalmers i s the work of Chapman (1956) 
who, using dimenslonul analysis, determined a relationship 
between the current I j flowing through a point attached 
behind an a i r c r a f t , the v e l o c i t y of the a i r c r a f t v and the 
difference i n p o t e n t i a l 7 between the a i r c r a f t and i t s 
surroundings. He deduced that 
I = f J F k v 7 l + GW + HlvVk) 
where F, G and H are constants 
k the mobility 
1 some dimensional length. 
I n laboratory and atmospheric point discharge, the l a t t e r 
term, containing no reference to voltage, i s not of in t e r e s t . 
From poiiit t o plane corona results i n his laboratory 
he concludes that f o r a point 0.007Gm diameter 
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I = AV (V - V„) 
- I I - I I 
wher^ A e l x l O - 3 x 1 0 depending on the pressure. 
V i s the ion v e l o c i t y . 
V i s the pote n t i a l difference between the point and 
i t s surroundings 
Vo i s the onset p o t e n t i a l 
i . e . the current i s proportional to the product of the ion 
ve l o c i t y and the point p o t e n t i a l . 
This he concludes i s equivalent to the kv*/! term 
i n his equation and that i t i s wrong to assume that i n the 
case of an isolated point i n wind (a further source of ion 
velocity) that the current i s proportional to 
Support for this statement i s given by his measurements 
of point current made i n a wind tunnel where, at atmospheric 
pressure, e linear dependence of I on v (wind velocity) 
and V was demonstrated for I e 10 - 90)ia, v • 9 - 200 m/s 
f o r V a 5 - 45 Kv. 
Ho opportxmity has been afforded to study the assumptions 
on which Chapman's theory Is based although the results agree 
with Chalmers' theory for q s 2 as suggested by the results 
of the present investigation. I t seems from this that the 
removal by wind of the l i m i t i n g space charge is quite as 
ef f e c t i v e i n the d i r e c t i o n upwards from the point as when i t 
i s blowing perpendicular to the mast. 
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8.4 Application of the Results to,the Alti-Electrograph 
Recordings. 
I t has been shown by Wilson (1925) and v/hipple and 
Scrase (1936) that point discharge current must give r i s e 
to a considerable space charge between the cloud base and 
the earth. Whipple and scrase indicated that i n t y p i c a l l y 
disturbed conditions t h i s space charge would give r i s e to 
a p o t e n t i a l gradient below the cloud some 35 times that 
e x i s t i n g at the earth's surface. 
Simpson and Scrase (1937), using a balloon to support 
a wire 20m long with a single point at the bottom and a 
s i x point discharger at the top, measured the point discharge 
current flowing through the system as the balloon moved up 
to and through the cloud. From this current they were able 
to make an estimate of the potential grsadient at various 
heights ^nd their results suggested that nowhere did the 
pot e n t i a l gradient exceed 100 v/cm. 
Attempts to reconcile the results of theory and 
experiment by considering mechanisms whereby this space 
charge can be removed, have so f a r been unsatisfactory 
as none of these i s s u f f i c i e n t to account for the low values 
of p o t e n t i a l gradient recorded by the Altl-Eleotrograph. 
The p o s s i b i l i t y of an Incorrect determination of the 
po t e n t i a l gradient from the value of the point discharge 
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current has been discussed by Chalmers and Mapleson (1955), 
using the relationship 
I - KW^(Fh) 
found from the balloon r e s u l t s , giving a possible value of 
190 v/om for the po t e n t i a l gradients encountered by the 
Alti-Electrograph. A further reassessment of the problem 
is given below using the results of the present investigation. 
With the few results obtained when the Alti-Electrograph 
v/as close to the ground, Simpson and scrase (1937) were able 
to obtain an approximate valu. of 'a' i n th e i r equation 
I ss aF^ by comparison with point discharge current through 
the 8.4m point where the relationship I = e(F*' - M*") had 
e a r l i e r been obtained by Whipple and scrase. I t seems 
l i k e l y then that the F^ dependence was assimed i n th i s 
calculation of 'a«. 
The re-analysis i n section 8,1 has shown that this 
equation was not v a l i d and i t suggests that the equation 
I - aF would be more suitable i n th i s connection. With this 
lower power of F the value of 'a' (0.03) would need to be 
Increased say, to 0,06)iB/v/om which is of the same order 
of magnitude as 0.05^a/v/cm found from the results with 
20m mast i n section 4.1. Thus a maximum current of 30p)ia 
would correspond to 5,000 v/cm rather than the 100 v/cm 
at 760mm pressure suggested by Simpson and Scrase. 
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support for t h i s proposed linear dependence of I on F 
is given by the theo r e t i c a l considerations of Chapman (1956) 
who re-analysed his own balloon results i n the l i g h t of 
his equation 
1 ^ AW 
and concluded that the po t e n t i a l gradient encountered by 
his balloon corresponded to 2,000 v/om rather than the 
200 v ^ reported e a r l i e r . 
These interpretations of the Alti-Electrograph and 
Chapman's results indicate that potential gradients below 
thunderclouds are of the same order of magnitude as those 
measured by observers i n a i r c r a f t (Gunn 1953). 
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8.5 Conclusions. 
Investigations of the point discharge current from an 
earth-connected point 0.002 cm i n diameter at heights of 
20mj 27m and 34m indicate that I is given by the equation 
I s-K(W + C) (F - M) 
where i i s the point discharge current (maximum 15^a) 
W is' the wind speed (maximxim 33 m/s) 
F i s the p o t e n t i a l gradient at the ground to 
windwardv of the discharging point (maximum 4, 500 v/m) 
M i s the onset value of the potential gradient 
measured at the ground varying, from 200 v/m at 
20m to 100 v/m at 34m and being independent of 
wind sp^ed. 
C and K are constants. 
When the pot e n t i a l gradient was measured 7m below the 34m 
point, equation (1) s t i l l held and therefore the effect of 
the space charge lib e r a t e d at the point on the potential 
gradient was negligible i n t h i s case. However, with the 
f i e l d m i l l 2m below the 20m point the equation 
I = A(W + D) (F - M)^ 
was found to hold. 
A and D were constants 
n was now dependent on wind speed W. 
Discrepancies between these results and the results of 
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Other workers using f i x e d points can be shown to be 
a t t r i b u t a b l e to the effects of wind speed and wind direction 
but simular considerations do not resolve the differences 
between these and the balloon results of Chalmers and . 
Maples on. 
The results are i n good agreement with the theory 
of Chalmers, the fin d i n g of the dimensional analysis of 
Chapman and his wind tunnel and laboratory measurements 
of point discharge. 
The application of the present findings to the 
Alti-Electrograph results of Simpson and scrase concur 
with the conclusions of chapman that the potential gradients 
measured i n and below thunderclouds are consistent with 
the values obtained i n measurements from a i r c r a f t . 
Measurements of point discharge currents down the trunk 
of the tree indicated that these were somewhat lower than 
those through a single point of similar height but 
i n s u f f i c i e n t results were obtained to f i n d a d e f i n i t e 
c o r r e l a t i o n between current and potential gradient. 
8.6 suggestions f o r Further work. 
The r e l a t i v e frequency with which point discharge occurs 
from the 34ffl mast w i l l f a c i l i t a t e the study of the pulse 
nature of the discharge. This could be carried out i n a 
manner similar to that employed by I^rge and Pierce (1955) 
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with the addition of simultaneous wind speed measurements. 
The p o t e n t i a l gradient i n t h i s case could probably be 
measured 7m below the mast to avoid scatter i n the results. 
Similar investigations i n the laboratory of positive and 
negative'point t o plane corona may prove an interesting 
comparison with the atmospheric measurements. 
Further work with points of varying separation may 
be useful i n deciding the e f f e c t of wind speed on the 
current through such arrays although, when estimates of 
the t o t a l point discharge current density below clouds 
are required, the work on trees might be more p r o f i t a b l e . 
Here a change from brass to platinum f o r the connections 
to the conducting region of the tree would assist i n the 
eradication of the e l e c t r o l y t i c effects. Variation of 
current down the trunk with potential gradient and wind 
speed would lead to a more accurate estimation of the part 
played by trees i n the transference of charge to earth and 
might also help the research at present being undertaken 
to determine t h i s current i n d i r e c t l y . 
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